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and decent man

0

N JANWABY 11,2063, GOVERXOR
G ~ R G E R OP
W~ I Y N O I Scommuted all Illinois deah
sentences to prison terms of life or less. This is the most encompassing release of
those condemned to death row in the history of our nation. In one bold stroke, the
Illinoisgovem6rcommuted the sentences of one hundred andsixty three peopleand rattled
the consciousness of our nation and its view of the deathpenalty.
Three years ago,Ryan instituted a moratorium on capital punishmentin Illinois after it
became clear that his state had exonerated more peopleon death row than it hadexecuted
since 1972. Followinghis mass commutation, Ryan shared his feelingswhen he said:
"The facts I have seen in reviewing eachandeveryone of these cases raised questions not
only about the innocence of people on death row, but the fairness of the death penalty
system as a whale. Our capital system is haunted by the demon of error: error in determiningguilt and error in determiningwho amongas deserves to die?Ryan demonstrated compassion and insight when he quoted from Justice Biackmnn's famous 1994 dissent, "I no
Longer shall tinker with the machinery of death,"
Needless to say, Governor Ryan's actions have come under severe scrutiny and criticism
from fitmilies of victims, law enforcementand his political constituency.It does not require
a significant amount of perception to know that Governor Ryads political future has been
rendered somervhat bleak. An unfortunate reality of our political system is that voters tend
to flock to those who profess to he "tough on crimd'our voting public rarely cares or even
lcknowledges that an innocent person may suffer through failnres in the criminal justice
qstem. Those feelings and eentiments are a!.l the more frightening when considered in the
rontext of our ukiinate penalty.
All this occurs as our Tocaslegislature is welt into its 2003 legislative session and once
gain considers suchKliberalmeasures"asMe without paroleor a pretrial hearing to deternine mental retadation prior to a death penalty trial. Prosecutors in Texas champion such
lollow arguments as "three punishment options (life, death or life without parole) in a
ieathpenalry trial wouldbe too conhrsingfor [&norant] jurors. "We also hear that it would
>emuch more "civilized"to allow the jury that had found the defendant guilty of capital
nurder andassessed the drathpenaltyto then d c t e r m i t ~whether theindividualismentally
,etardedand thus should notbe executed. These arguments are hopelesslylaughable. When
ve actually take time to step back and examine the bloodthirstyTexas death machine, we
rrrive at the inescapable conchxionthat Texas is miserably primitive in its administration
of capital punishment. Someonelike Governor Ryan just really wouldn't fit in around her^
in todayls Texas.
That is sad because Texas such is a wonderful place. Its history isso varied and colorful.
Texas was founded on the heritage of cousagwus men who stood in the face of adveme
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public opinion and did what they thought was light. How we long for those
days and those kinds of leaders. I salute Governor George Ryan because he is
just such a man.
RUSTY DUNCAN IS JUST AROUND THE CORNJ3R
(JUNE 5-7,2003 IN SAN ANTONIO)
RickHagen of Denton and Dan Hurleyof Lubbock have worked diligently
to assemble the most comprehensive Rusty Duncan Advanced Criminal Law
Short Course ever. The course brochureshould be hitting your mailbox at or
near the time that you receive this publication. Come join us in San Antonio
for our annual event and annual meeting. There are twoand one half days of
the very best CLE in America and three evenings of receptions and parties,
including the President's Party onFridayevening, June 6,2003. It is TCDLKs
opportunity to celebrate our accomplishmentsand plan for an even brighter
future. You will not be disappointed! $&

A Guidefor Families and Friends
ofTexas Prkm Inmates
by Jorge AntonioRenaud
with photographs by Alan Po@le

Writtan by a Texas inmatc trained as an o b e r
and repntcr, this book spotlights wbat"s good,

what's bad, what works, wbat doesn't, and
maminesif practice really follwrsplicy.
paperback $14.95, hardwer $29.95
6 x 9.224 pages. 20 photos

I'CDLA MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
WE'RE ON TARGET...
Right now, t h e top four
sponsors are:
Danny Easterling
Jeff Harrelson
Susan Anderson
Francisco Montemayor
TOP Four Sponsors (by t h e t i m e
of Rusty Duncan) Receive:
The TCDLA member who signs
u p the most new members will
attend 2003 Rusty Duncan for
FREE; the second runner u p
receives half off;third place
receives a third off the total cost
of attending; fourth place gets a
complimentary Registration to
the Rusty Golf Tournament

For registration f o r m o r
updates, please visit
www.tcdla.com/
membership

Existing Seruice:
To receive a 15% discount off your monthly charge on existing
Sprlnt PCS Service, e-mail: aewing02@sprintspectrum.com.
It will take 1-2 billing cycles to be applied. This will change your
monthly billing cycle to the 17th through the 16th of the month
when it is applied.

new Seruice Only:
E-mail Steven Morales at smora@sprintspectrum.com
or telephone at 512-344-4291.

Existing Customers:
Existingcustomers wanting to change plans must be done through
customer service at 1-888-788-4727. They will explain all options
avadable depending on your current service and agreements.
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anry Maverick, 82, a legendary lawyer, legislator and newspaper columnist died
in San Antonio on January 2 P . A tireless advocate for the civil and constitutional rights of individuals, he received the American Bar Association's John
Minor Wisdom public interest award for handling more than 30D pro hono cases during
his legal career. The criminal defense community will miss &n.
As of Match 31, TCDLA has provided quality CLE tmining to more than 650 lawyers at
various seminars across the state. Special thanks to Tim Evans and Lydia Clay-Jacksonfor
their extraordinary contribution in providing the oversight and direction of the weeklong
CriminalTrialAdvocacy Program in Huntsville.They were the driving force that provided
60 lawyers with the best trial training skills in the country. Thanks also to Jeff Harrelson of
Texarkanaand Bob Hinton of Dallas far their fine effortsin putting on CDLP's Evidence
for the 21' Century in Texarkana.
I am happy to announce two new staff members. Jamie Powers, who was formerly temporary staff, has been hired in the web specialist position. Jamie brings a wealth of experience to TCDLA. Jane Wetzel is our new mtrofler. Jane has 20 years experience in the financial arena.
I hadan opportunity to attend "Gideon at 40:Facing the Crisis, Fulfilling the Promise,"
a national symposium commemoratingthe 40aAnniversary of the Supreme Court's dedsion in Gideon vs. Wainwright. The symposium was held at the Georgetown University
Iaw Center in Washington, D.C.
I heard Steven Bright speak about the goal of absolute justice, and that discretionary
justice is never an option. He said the legal profession is responsible for being the constituency for developinga fair justice system in this country. He closed bysaying the profession
must rekindle the passion for justice and recommit itself to ending turbulent justice.
The Texas CriminalDefense Lawyers EducationalInstitute (TCDLEI) held an open house1
dedication on March 14fiat the ~lewhome oftice in Austin. Randy Witson, president of
TCDLEI presided over the services. Ron Goranson, vice-chair of TCDLEI, spoke on the
history of TCDLEI and TCDLA past president Betty Blackwell presented TCDLEI with a
special recognition award far its exceptional support over the past 20 years.
The Honorable Frank Maloney, fist president of TCDLA closed the ceremony with a
historical perspective of the origins of TCDLA.

Educational report
TCDLA will be conducting the following DWI seminars:
Dallas -May 9,2003
Houston - August 15,2003
Austin - October 24 & 25,2003
Please help us to spread the word about theseseminars.
Several more defense bars are anticipating becoming affiliates of TCDLA. Please contact Joseph Martinez if your local

defense bar is interested. Also if you would Like to start a local
defense bar, TCDLA can help.
Please let us know if you are interested in speaking at a
TCDWCDLP seminar, writing apaper for theVOICE, being
a course director for a TCDLAICDLPseminar, or serving on a
TCDLA committee. We want to provide you with an opportunity to be of service to your state association.
More to come.. .

Stay at the La Quinta On
Your Next Business Trip
La Quinta is offering a
70% discount t o all
TCDLA members. Simply
tell the reservations
agent that you are with
the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers
Association, or give the
discount code (TCDLA) t o
get the discounted rate.

Reservations Line
I-800-531-5900
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SSION

HETWEHONORED RULE that a jury charge on a defensive issue is required where some
evidenceraises the issue, no matter howweak, wasreaffirmedby the Gourt of Criminal Appeals in Trevino v. Sfate, decided February 26,2003. In T?evino,the issue was
whether the standard should apply in the punishment phase of a murder case whcre the
defendant requested a charge on the issue of sudden passion. The defendant shot andkilled
his wife. At the guilt-innocencephase, the defendant argued that the shooting was in self
defense. The jury rejected his contention and found him guilty of murder, On the issue of
punishment, the defendant requested that the trial court instruct the jury on sudden passion under Section 19.02(d) of the Penal Code, which provides that if a murder defendant
prove by apreponderance of the evidence that he caused the victim's death while under
the immediate influence of sudden passion arising from an adequate cause, the offense is a
second degree felony punishable by a maximum of twenty years in prison. The requested
instruction was refused and the jury imposed a sentence of sixty years imprisonment. The
court of appealsfound that the trial court committed error in denying the requested charge.
The Court of Criminal Appeals granted the State's petition for discretionaryreview to determine the issue.
r
jury
In reviewingthe legal background the Court discussed the standard f ~requiringa
charge on sudden passion prior to September 1,1994,when the existence of sudden passion made murder a lesser included offense known as voluntary manslaughter, a second
degreefelony. Before the change in thelaw, the State bore the burden of disproving sudden
passion under the 1994 amendment, the defendant now has the burden of proving sudden
passion by a preponderance of the evidence. The Court recognized that when sudden passion was a guilt/ innocence issue,"we followed the general rule that when evidence from
any source raises a defensive issue, and the defendant properly requests a jury charge on
that issue, the trial court must submit the issue to the jur The evidence which raises the
issue could be either strong, weak, contradicted, unimpeached, or unbelievable."
The question, as phrased by the Court,was whether this same standard should continue
to apply now that sudden passion is a punishment issue. Reviewing recent cases regarding
punishment phase jury charges under other statutes, Penal Code Sections 22.04(kidnapmng) and 8.04(temporary insanity by intoxication), and its previous decision in Mims v.
State, 3 S.W.3d 923 (Tex. Crim. App. 1999), in which it held stated that the issue of sudden
,assion should be submitted at the punishment phase of an attempted murder trial S f
.aised by the evidence," the Court conduded that the previous standard should apply.
The Court then turned to the State's arguments that the evidence precluded submission
~fthe sudden passion instruction. Those arguments were flawed as they relied on the evi-

dence against sudden passion and did not take into account
the evidence relied on by the defendant which raised theissue.
Another argument raisedby the State was that the evidence on
which the defendant relied to raise the issue of sudden passion
indicated that the defendant acted accidentally and if he acted
accidentally, he could not possibly have acted in sudden passion. The State relied on the proposition, applied by the courts
when sudden passion was a guiltlinnoceuceissue, that a defendaut, by denying specific intent to kill, negated the essential
element of intent necessary to the offense of voluntary manslaughter. The Court rejected the State's position reasoning as
follows:

tively resolved by the jury and is no longer relevant.
Since the defendant killed intentionally,the issue
at puuishment is whether he did so in sudden passion. So any claim of accident at guiltlinnocence
would not preclude the submission of sudden passion at punishment.
This is an interestingstatement, sanctioning thesubmission
of inconsistent defenses asserted at different phases of the same
trial -by the same defendant. The Court, having found error
by the trial court, found that the error was harmful and reversed and remanded to the tr ial court for a new punishment
healing.

Butwithsudden passion as apunishment issue,the
defendant's intent to kill has already been affirma-

CAPITOL
CORNER

And there would be no opponent henefittingfrom the expenditure of such funds who may have to disclose thatgroup's support in his or her campaign finance reports. Any judge who
dared grant a motion to suppress evidence in a drug case, or
Judicial selection reform has again made its appearance at a grant probation in a felony DWI, may have a major battle to
session of the Texas Legislature. As expected, it comes in the save his or her bench. For the opposition, there would be well
f o r n ~of a proposal for the appointment of judges followed by organized special interest groups with fund-raising capabiiiretention elections. Why can't auyone in Texas come up with ties and access to the media. On the side of the judge would be
an original idea to reform the way we select judges?Afevvyears ... the judge.
ago, this column reviewed the existing proposals for reform,
Remember, this is a nonpartisan election. There would be
including the (yawn) appointment and retention election sys- no politicalparty structure to assist the judge in fightingagainst
tem, as well as some alternative ideas which had the goal of thespecial interests spending andadvocatingfor a no vote.And
actually removing politics from the process. Alas, none of those who is going to turn out for these nonpartisan elections?Probpsooposals have ever seen the light of day. At any rate, here is the ably the same percentage of voters who show up for school
proposal before the 78" Legislature.
board andwater district elections. If a g ~ o u canget
p
afewpeople
The State Constitution would be amended to provide that mad at a judge, they could, without too much trouble, get that
all judges at the levels of Supreme Court, Court of Criminal judge removed from office with a very low percentage of the
Appeals, Court ofAppeals and District Court wouldbe selected electorate.
by appointment by the Governor, to he followed by noupartiWhen you think about it, appointment followed by retensan retention elections in which the voters would vote yes or tion elections is worse than the currentsystem.Butnooneseems
no to the following question:
to be able to come up with anything else. But, don't worry if
you favor the current system, it will probably be with us until
be retained in
Shall (Justice or hdge)
at least 2005. Media lepolts on the current proposal before the
office as (justice or judge) of the (name of cou~t)
legislature don't giveit much of a chauce. Chief JusticePhillips,
who has published an editorial strongly supporting the proposed reform, doesn't seem to have many standing with him.
The appointee would get a full term in office before facing The chairman of theRepublicanParty inTexas hasbeen quoted
the voters in the retention election.
as saying the party opposes this reform plan. And reportedly,
Money would not be removed from the judicial selection the Governor'soffice is noncommital. I f y o u ~ a nto
t keepscore,
system and ugly partisan battles would probably be a bigger watchHB 1511 and SB 794, the statutory ainendtnentsprovidpart of the system. The power of special interests would multi- ing for retention elections, and HJR 63 and SJR 33, the proply. A group wanting to get rid of a judge whose decisions it posed constitutionalamendmentsto authorizethe appointment
disagreed with, could raise and spend money to do just that. and reteution election system. fi
Note: During the legislative session, VOICE Editor John Carroll
will be filling in as columnist for LegislativeChair Keith Hampton.

AIR,,
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SUPREME COURT
18 U.S.C. P3109

T

F.R. "Buck" Fil~s,JR.

HESUPREMECOURT
recently granted thegovernment's Petition for Writ of Certiorari
in U~zitedStatesv. Bnnks, 282 F.3d 699 (9th Cir. 2002). We can anticipate that the
Court will give the bench and bar some guidance on how long officers who are
executing a search warrant have to wait before using force to enter a defendant's residence.
It all started when Bauks was taking a shower in his apartment in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Police officers and FBI agents came to the apartment to execute a search warrant. They
knocked loudly on his door and announced "Police, search warrant." After waiting 15-20
seconds, SWAT officers forcibly entered into Banks' apartment and found him - naked,
wet and soapy from his shower -in the hallway outs~deof his bathroom. Two agents
questioned Banks for about 45 minutes while other officers searched his apartment. Banks
made inculpatory statements, revealing the names of his drug sources to the officers.
In the district court, Banks fled a motion to suppress these statements. One of his
complaintswas that the officershad failed to wait a reasonable period of time before forceFully entering his residence when executing the search warrant as required by 18 U.S.C.
53109 which directs that:

FEDERAL
CORNER

The officer may break open any outer or inner door or window of a house, or
any part of a house, or anything therein, to execute a search warrant, if, after
notice of his authority and purpose, he is refused admittance or when necessary to liberate himself or a person aiding him in the execution of the warrant.
After the district court denied his motiou to suppress, Banks entered a guilty plea to

:barges of possession of a controlled substance with intent to distribute and for being a
irug user in possession of a firearm; however, he reserved his right to appeal the district
.ourt's denial of his motion to suppress. A divided panel of the Ninth Circuit found that
he district court had erred in denying Banks'motion to suppress as to the allegedviolati011
)f 18 U.S.C. $3109and reversed and remanded the case to the district court.
After analyzing 18 U.S.C. 53109 and reviewing Niuth Circuit precedent, the Court conluded:
Because the officers were not affirmatively granted or denied permission, they
were required to delay acting for a sufficient period of time before they muld
reasonably conclude that they impliedly had been denied admittance. After
pausing a maximum offifteen to hventyseconds, the officers forced entry. Banks
came out of his shower upon hearing the sound of hi door being forced open,
1 2 VOICEFORTHEDEFENSE
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and stumbled into the hallway concerned that his
apartment was being invaded. Upon entering, the
officers found Banks naked, wet, and soapy from
his shower. Under these circumstances, we are not
prepared to conclude that the delay of fifteen to
twenty secondsafter a single knockand announcement before forced entry was, without an affirmative denial of admission or other exigent circumstances, sufficient in duration to satisfy the constitutional safeguards.
What is surprising about Banks is that the opinion was
authored by Senior Judge Henry A. Politz, the former Chief
Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, who was sitting by designation. Following the old rule of
"When in the Ninth Circuit do as Ninth Circuit judges do:
Judge Polifz only cited cases of the Ninth Circuit in his opinion.
Had Judge Politz been €onfronted with this same fact situation whilesitting in New Orleans, hewouldobviouslyhave come
to a different conclusion because of Fifth Circuit precedent. In
Unifed States v. Jones, 133 F.3d 358 (5th Cir. 1998), a panel of
the Circuit -in a case of first impression-reviewed a sin&
Iar search issue. Judge Richard A. Schell of the United States
District Court for the &stern District of Texas had denied a
motion to suppress evidence obtained during a search conducted by an officer who had knocked on Jones'apartment and
shouted, "Police. Search Warrant." A'er getting no response
and waiting approximately 15-20 seconds, the officers had entered Iones' apartment where they eventually found crack cocaine and B fireai m.

onds, the courts have generally held that there was
no violation of $3109. United States v. Murkling, 7
F.3d 1309, 1318 (7th Cir.1993) (officers waited 7
seconds before starting to try to knock the door
down); United Stores v. Spriggs, 9% FE2d320,32223 (D.C.Cir.1993) (officers waited 15 seconds before attempting to enter); United States v. Ramus,
923 E2d 1346, 1355-56 (9th Cir.1991) (after two
requests and 45 seconds); United States v. Myers,
106 F,3d936,940 (10th Cir.) (agents waited 10seconds before battering the door down),cert. denied,
520 U.S. 1270, 117 SCt. 2446, 138 L.Ed.2d 205
(1997); United States v. Kmpp, l E3d 1026,103031 (10th Cir.1993) (10 to 12 seconds was sufficient
to wait); United States v. Gatewood, 60 F.3d 248,
250 (6th Cir.1995) (no violation when officers
waited about 10 seconds between annonncement
and ent~y).
After resisting the temptation to create a bright-line standard for all cases in the Fifth Circuit, the Court concluded that
the officers had waited long enough and determined that the
district court had not erred in denying Jones' motion to suppress.
My prediction an Bonks is that the Supreme Court will affirm the decision of the district court and give us some guidance on how 18 U.S.C. $3109 is to be interpreted. It is imnic
that a Fifth Circuit judge was responsible for getting the issue
:me Court.
befo

t Fifth
Acknowledging that there was no Supreme C o u ~or
Circuit authority, the Court looked at other circuits'decisions:
Generally, a delay of five-seconds or less after
knocking and announcing has been held a violation of 18 US.C. $3109. UnifedStates v. Moo~e,91
F.3d 96,98 (10th Cir.1996) (officers waited 3 seconds at most and the Government failed even to
allege that the officers harbo~eda concern for their
safety); United States v. Lucht, 18 E3d 541,550-51
(8th Cir.1994) (waiting 3 to 5 seconds before entering was not long enough); United Stnfes v.
Rodrigrrez, 663 F.Supp. 585,587-88 (D.D.C.1987)
(delay of 3 to 5 seconds was insufficient); United
Sfntes v. Marts, 986 F.2d 1216, 1217-18 (8th
Cir.1993) (lapse of l e s than 5 seconds held not
sufficient to infer refusal of admittance necessary
to comply with $3109); U~ritedStntexv.Nnbors,901
F.2d 1351, 1355 (6th Cir.1990) (forced entry only
seconds after announcing the officers'autho~ityand
purpose niust be tarefully sautinized'); United
Stafes 11. Me~idotrsu,989 E2d 366,370 (9th Ci.1993)
(waiting 3 to 5 seconds was insufficient). However, when officers have waited more than 5 sec-
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NO.
STATE OF TEXAS

5

vs.

5
5

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY. TEXAS

5

5

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

REQUEST THAT DEFENSE BE ALLOWED TO
OCCUPY COUNSEL TABLE NEAREST TO JURYBOX

COMES NOW,
and 14th
,the Defendant, by counsel, a d pursuant to 5", 6*,
Amendments to the United States Constitution,Article I, Sections 3, 10,13, 19 and 29 and Tex.C. Crim.
Proc. Articles 1.03,1.04,1.05, 1.23 and 1.24 and moves the Court to allow the Defendant and defense
counsel to accupy counsel table nearest to the jury box and in support thereof would show:
1. The Defendant has been indicted by the county grand jury for capital murder.
2. The State is seeking the death penalty. The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution requires a greater degree of accuracy in the fact finding process than would be truein a noncapital
case. Gilmore v. TRylor,_508 U.S. 331,113 S.Ct. 2112, 124 L. Ed.2d 306 (1993) and Woodsot7 v. Nowh
Carolina, 428 U.S. 280,305 (1976).

3. Movant anticipates that due to the nature of the offense charged, the pre-trial publicity
that has been given to this case, and the hrgh emotional level that can be anticipated during trial, that the
gallery will be fullof family, friends and supporters of the deceased along with interested citizens, members of law enforcement and media. These observers customarily sit behind the counsel table nearest to
the jury box as that is the counsel table that is often occupied by the prosecution. This crowd of people is
so close to the jury box that their proximity can have an intimidating efkct on the jury and make them
reluctant to decide issues in favor of the Defendant for fear that they wouldnot be popular with the crowd
in the courtroom.
4. There can be no practical reason why the prosecutionshould occupy the counsel table closest to the
jury box. Should the prosecution maintain that this is "custom" then this court should find that no custom should outweigh the Defendant's right to a Fair Trial under the State and Federal Constitutions nor
the need for heightened reliability in the determination process that has been mandated by the United
States Supreme Court in Woodson v. North Camlinfl,.428 U.S. 280,305 (1976).Should the State maintain
that it is entitled to occupy this counsel table because it "has the burden of proof': then it acknowledges
that in fact there is an influential factor in the prosecution's proximityto the jury box.
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5. Should at any time the seating arrangement in the galleiy reasonably appear to be effecting the
fairness of the trial, Movant requests that this Court address that unfairness by appropriate Order.

Wherefore premises considered, Movant prays that relief be g~antedas prayed for herein
Respectfully submitted on this t

h

e day of

,2002

By:
COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENDANT
State Bar No.
Address:
Telephone: ( )

-

co-COUNSEL

CBRTIFICA'fE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument has
been furnished to counsel for the State by hand-delivery of a copy of same this the -day of
,2002.

Philip Whkaetnper is a 1989parolee from tire Texas Tech
University Sckool oflaw. Aftergraduation, he ivorkedfor the
Hockley County Di:trictAftorney'sOfFe in LevelInnd, Texas
for one year and then for his bratlrer Bill Wischkaenrper. In
1992, lze joined a pnrtnerslrip in Ltrblrock where he concerttrated on crmtinalpractice. He handled hisfirst capital case
in I994 la f@iieralhabeas case) mrd b q n n to cottcentrate on
capital litigation, both trial andpost-mnvictiotr in 1998. In
2001, Philip wns hired as the CapitalAsistance A ~ o r n e yfor
the Tans Criminal Defense Project.
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On Friday, March 1 4, theTexas Criminal Defense Lawyers Educational Institute
hosted a open house at the new home of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
The weather cooperated and attendees enjoyed food and festivities, including a ribbon cutting and the
presentation of a plaque of appreciation toTCDLEl which will be housed atTCDLA.
Special thanks t o Friends ofTCDLA for helping t o organize this event.
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By Robert N. Udashen

he right to be represented by counsel is by far
the most important of a defendant's constitutiooalrights
because it affects the ability of a defendant to assert a
myriad of other rights. As Justice Sutherland explained
in Powell v. Alabama, 287 US. 45, 53 S.Ct. 55, 77 L.Ed.
I58 (1932):

The right to be heardwould be, inmany cases, of little avail
if it did not comprehend the right to be heard by counsel.
Even the intelligent and educated layman has small and
sometimes no skill in the science of law. If charged with a
crime, he is incapable, generally, of determining for himself
whether the indictment is good or had. He is unfamiliar
with the rules of evidence. Left without the aid of counsel
he may he put on trial without a proper charge, and convicted upou incompetent evidence, or evidence irrelevant to
the issue or otherwise inadmissible. He lacks both the skill
and knowledge adequately to prepare his defense, even
though he have aperfect one. He requires the guiding hand
of counsel at every stepin the proceedings against him. W~thout it, though he be not gu~lty,he faces the danger of conviction because he does not know how to establish his innocence. If that be trueof men of intelligence,how much more
true is it of the ignorant and illiterate, or those of feeble intellect. If in any case, civd or criminal, a state or federal court
were arbitrarily to refuse to hear aparty by counsel, employed
by and appearing for him, it reasonably may not be doubted
that such a refusal would he a denial of a hearing, and, therefore, of due process in the constitutional sense.

The right to the assistance of counsel is guaranteed by the
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments m the United States Constitutron and Article 1, Section 10 of the Texas Constitution.
This right to the assistance of counsel has long been understood to include a-right to the effectiveassistance of counsel:'
See, McMnnn v. Richaidson, 397 US. 759,771, n. 14, YO S.Ct.
1441,1449,25L.Ed.2d 763 (1970).Theintegrityof our criminal justice system and the fairness of the adversary criminal
process is assured only if an accused is represented byan effective attorney. See, United States v. Morrison, 449 US. 361, %4,
101 S.Ct. 665,667,66 L.M.2d 564 (1981).Absent the effective
assistance of counsel"a serious risk of injustice infects the trial
itseIf."CuyIe~i<
Sullivm, 446 U.S. 335,343,100 S.Ct, 1708,1715,
64 L.Ed.2d 333 (1980). Thus, a defendant is constitutionally
entitled to have effective counsel actingin the role of an advocate. See, Anders v. California, 386U.S. 738,743,87 S.Ct 1396,
1399,18 L.Ed.2d493 (1967).

handling anappeal. See, Evitts v. L t c c q 469 U.S. 387,105 S.C€.
830,83 L.Ed.2d 821 (1985)(dueprocessrequires that defendant
have effective assistance of counsel on his first appeal).

Exceptions to Strickland
These are some errors that "are so likely to prejudice the accused that the cost of litigatingtheir effect in aparticular case is
unjustified" thus making it unnewssary to establish the prejudice prong of Strickhnd. Uniterl States v. Cfonic, 466 U.S. 648,
658, 104 S.Ct. 2039,2046,80 L.Ed.2d 657 (1984). Prejudice is
presumed in situations where the likelihood of c o u n d having
provided effective assistance is extremelysmall, such as where
counsel failed completely to subject the prosecution's case to
"meaningful adversarial testing' Id, at 660, 104 S.Ct. at 2047
(citing in illustration Powell v. Alabanra, 287 US. 45, 53 S.Ct.
55,77 L.Ed. 158 (1932)). According to the Court of Criminal
Appeakit is unnecessary for a defendant to meet the prejudice
requirement of Strickland if he was actually or con~tructively
The Legal Standard
denied the assistance of counsel altogether, if counsel was preThe Unitedstates Supreme Court in Strickland ir Warhing- vented from assisting the accused at a c~iticalstage of the proton, 466 U.S. 668,104 S.Ct 2052,80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984) estab- ceedings because of some type of stateinterference, or ifcounlished the federal standard for determining whether an attor- sel was bnrdenedby an actual conflict ofinterestwhich adversely
ney rendered reasonably effective assistance of counsel. The affected counsel's performance.Mitchell v. State, 989 S.W.2d747,
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals in Hernandez v. State, 726 748 (Tex.Crim.App. 1999). "Apart from circumstances of that
S.W.?.d 53,57 (Tex.Crim.App. 1986) adopted thestrickland test magnitude, however, there is generally no basis for finding a
as the proper test under stare law to gauge the effectiveness of Sixth Amendment violation unless the accused can show how
specificerrorsof counsel undermined thereliability ofthefindcounsel. Pursuant to that test
ing of guilt" United States v. Cronic, supra at 659 n. 26,104 S.Ct.
. .the defendant must showthatcounsel's perforat 2047 n. 26. In other words, in order for the presumption of
prejudice to apply, the attorney must completely fad to chalmance was deficient. This ~equiresshowing that
counsel made errors so serious that counsel was
lenge theprosecution'zentirecase,notjustelementsofit.Haynes
not functioning as the 'counsel' guaranteed the
v. Cain, 298 F.3d 375,380,382 (5th Cir. 2002) en banc; also see
Bellv.Cone,535U.S.685,122S.Ct.1843,1851,152L.Ed.2d914
defendant by the Sixth Amendment. Second, the
defendant must show that the deficient perfor(2002) (noting that difference between situations addressed by
Strickland and Cronic is'hot of degree but of kind?).
mance prejudiced the defense.This requires showing that counsel's errors were so serious as to deprive the defendant of a fair trial, a Uial whosereRaising IneffectiveAssistance
Rule 33.l(a) of the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure gensult is reliable. Strickland v. Wadrington, 466 U.S.
at 687, 104 S.Ct. at 2064.
erally requires that a complaint be presented m the trial court
"by a timely request, objection, 01 motion"as a prerequisite to
The purpose of the Strickland two part test is to judge raising the complaint on direct appeal. TEX. R. APE P. 33.l(a).
whether counsel's conduct so compromised the proper func- There are, however, many practical difficultieswith requiring a
tioning of the adversarial process that the trial cannot be said defendant to raise the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel
to have produceda reliable result. Tl~ompsonv. State, 9 S.W.3d at thetime of trial or even in a motion fornewtrial.See, Robinson
808,812-13 (Tex.Crim.App. 1999) (citing McFarland v. State, v. State, 16 S.W.3d 808,810 (Tex.Crim.App. 2000). The biggest
difficulty is that there is generally no real opportunity to ad845 S.W.2d 824,843 (Tex.Crim.App. 1992)).
The Strickland test applies to appointed and retained coun- equately develop the record for appealat this time. Id. This cresel alike. See, Cuyler v. Sdlivan, srrpra at 344,100 S.Ct. at 1716. ates a usually insurmountable hurdle to raising an ineffective
It also applies to all stages of a criminal trial. See, Hermndez v. assistance claim on direct appeal."Rarely will areviewing court
Statq, 998 S.W.2d 770 (Tex.Crim.App. 1999)(Strickhndapplies be providedwith the oppol tunityto make its determination on
to daim of deficient attorney perfornlance at noncapital sen- direct appeal with a record capable of providing a fair evaluatencing proceeding). It applies when evaluating an attoruey's tion of the merits of the [ineffective assistance] claim...". Thperformance in connection wlth a guilty plea. See, Hill v. ompson v. State, 9 S.W.3d 808,813 (Tex.Crim.App. 1999).Thus,
Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52, 106 S.Ct. 366, 88 L.Ed.2d 203 for most ineffectiveassistanceclaims, a writ of habeas corpus is
(1985)(prejudice prong of Strickland requires defendant to the preferred method for raising the issue. & p r t e Torres, 943
show that but for counsel's errors he would not have entered a S.W.2d 469,475 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997). For a multitude of reaguilty plea). It even applies to an attorney's performance in sons,ineffective assistance claim are exceptedfrom the general

.
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rule of error preservation set forth in Rule 33.l(a) and may be
raised in an application for writ of habeas corpus even if not
raisedfirst in the trialcourt. Robinson v. State, supra at 812-13.
This is not to say that an i n e k t i v e assistance daim may
not be raised in the trial court or on direct appeal, because it
can. For example, such a claim may he raised in a motion for
new trial. Reyes v. State, 849 S.W.2d 812,815 (Tex.Crim.App.
1993). The difficulty in attempting this, however, is the short
time frame in which evidence must be gathered to support the
claim and the fact that the trial transcript is usually not available within the time period for filing a motion for newtrial.
Burden of Proof
The burden ofproving ineffective assistance of counsel rests
on the convicteddefendant by apreponderanceoftheevidence.
H a y m v. State, 790 S.W.2d 824,827 (Tex.Crim.App. 1990). In
order to determine whether the defendant has met this burden, the reviewing court looks to the totality of the representstion and the particular circumstances of the case in evaluating
the reasonablenessofan attornefs conduct.See,J3parfeFelmt,
815 S.W.2d 733,735 (Tex.Crim.App. 19913. The review conducted of defense counsel's representation is "highly deferential and presumes that counsel'sactionsfellwithinawide range
of reasonable assistance." Mnllett v. State, 65 S.W.3d 59, 63
(Tex.CrimApp. 200l)(citing Tong v. State, 25 S.W.3d 707,712
(Tex.Crim.App. 2000)). It is the defendant's burden to overcome this presumption by proving his ineffective assistance of
counsel claim by a preponderance of the evidence. McFarland
v. State, 845 S.W.2d 824,843 (Tor.Crim.App. 1992); Moore v.
State, 694 S.W.2d 528,531 (TerCrimApp. 1985);alsoset: Uziired
Sfntesv. Cronic, supra at 658,104 S.Ct. at 2046 (the burden rests
on the accused to demonstrate a constitutional violation).
The Court of Criminal Appeals emphasized in Thonlpsonv.
State, supra that a claim of ineffectiveassistanceof counselmust
be supported by a record containing direct evidence as to why
counsel took the actions or made the omissions relied upon as
the basis fur the claim. Id. at 813-14.; nccorrl, B ~ ~ sv.
b yState, 990
S.W.2d263,268-69 (Tex.CrimApp 1999)(ordinadythestrong
presumption that an attorney's decisions were acceptable trial
strategycannot be overcome without evidence in the record as
to the attorney's reasons for the decisions). Whiie there may he
some actions that unquestionably fall outside the spectrum of
objectively reasonable trial strategy, generally, the Court of
Criminal Appeals requires a defendant to offer evidence from
his attorney explaining his actions in order to overcame the
presumption that counsel acted pursuant to a reasonable trial
strategy. See, Garcia v. State, 57 $.W.3d436,440 (Tex.Crim.App.
2001)(court will not conclude challenged conduct constituted
deficient performance unless conduct was so outrageous that
n o competent attorney would have engaged in it); cJso see,
Thompson v. State, supra at 816 (Meyers, J.,
dissenting)(inconceivable that defense counsel could have had
a reason for failing to object to certain hearsay that would fall
within the range of objectively reasonable trial strategy). It
should be kept in mind, however, that simply labeling an
attorney's actions"tria1 strategy"doesnotinsulate the attorney
from a finding of ineffectiveassistanceof counsel. An attorney's
20 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE A s m 2003

strategy can be so ill-chosen as to render a trial fundamentalIy
unfair. See, UnitedStatesv. Rusmisd, 716 E2d301,310 (5"Cir.
1983). As the Supreme Court explained in Strickland, strategy
decisionsshould he judged by an objective standard of reasonableness. Sfrickland v. Washingfon,supra,466 U.S. 687-88; 104
S.Ct. at 2064 (emphasis added).
Once a convicted defendant establishes that his attorney's
actions were objectively unreasonable, he must still prove that
he was prejudiced by his attorney's actions. To establish prejudice, he "must show that there is a reasonable probability that,
but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the pruceeding would have been different." Strickland v. Washington,
466 US. at 694,104 S.Ct. at 2068. The focus of the prejudice
component is whether counsel's deficientperformance renders
the result of the trial unreliable or fundamentallyunfair. Id. at
687, 104 S.Ct. at 2064. It is not enough to argue that the
attorney's errors had some conceivable effect on the outcome
of the proceeding, rather the convicted defendant must establish a "reasonable probability'' of actual prejudice. Id. at 693,
104S.Ct. at2067.'Xreasonableprobability is a pmbabilitysufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." Id, at 694,
104 S.Ct. at 2068.
Whiie a convicted defendant must establish actual prejudice from his attorney's conduct, the State cannot avoid the
consequences of a finding of ineffectiveassistance by arguing
that the prejudice is de miuimus. For example, any amount of
additionaltime in prison constitutes prejudice. Glovmv. United
States, 531 U.S. 198,203,121 S.Ct. 696,700,148 L.Ed.2d 604
(2001).
Conclusion
The State often argues in response to ineffective assistance
of counsel claims that the attorney was effective because, in
effect, he was there. The presence of an attorney, however,even
one who asks a few questions and makes some sort of argument on the defendant's hehalf,is notwhat the Supreme Court
had in mind in Strickland. There the Court said:
That aperson who happensto bealawyer ispresent
at trial alongside the accused, however, is not
enough to satisfy theconstitutional command, The
Sixth Amendment recognizes the right to the assistance of counsel because it envisions counsel's
playing a rule that is critical to the ability of the
adversarysystemtoproduce just results. An accused
is entitled to he assisted by an attorney, whether
retained or appointed, who plays the role necessary to ensure that the trial is fair. Strickland v.
Ww?~ingh,n,supra,
466U.S.at685,104S.Ct.at 2063.

ExamplesofIneffectiveness
Rylander v. State, 75 S.W.3d 119 (Tex. App. - San Antonio
2002, pet. granted)
Attorney's failure to present qualified medical testimony in
support ofdefendant'sonlyviabledefensewhencombinedwith
other trial errors undermines confidencein outcomeof thetrial
and amounts to ineffective assistance.

k p a r t e Varelas, 45 S.W.3d 627 (Tex.Crim.App. 2001)
Counsel not ineffective for allowing defendant to wear at
Defensecounsel's failure to requestlimitinginstructionswith start of voir dire a shirt like the one worn by rohber.No reasonrespect to extraneous acts evidence offered during guilt phase able pmbabilitythat the result ofthe trial would have been difof capital murder prosecution, and to request that jury be re- ferent if jury panel had not seen defendant in that shirt.
quired to find defendant committed the extraneous acts beyond a reasonable doubt before using them in assessing guilt
Exparfe Graves, 70 S.W.3d 103 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002)
amounted to ineffective assistance of counsel, where counsel
There is no right to effective assistance of counsel in ahastated by affidavit that his failure to request such instructions beasprocedmgbecausethe~isnoconstitutionalright to connwas an oversight and was not product of trial strategy; where sel in such a proceeding.
defendant's pattern of abusing victim was essential to states
Mathis v. State, 67 S.W.3d 918 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002)
case, and trial court would have been required to give instrucDefense counsel's failure to objectto prosecutoi3 comments
tions if requested.
l
concerning capital murder defendant's
during k ~ aargument
Woods v. State, 59 S.W.3d 833 (Tex. App. - Texarkana 2001, non-testimonial courtroom demeanor was not ineffective assistance of counsel absent proof defendant was prejudiced hy
pet. granted)
When record contains a substantial amount of evidence counsel's conduct.
about defendant's mental health history it was ineffective for
Craigv. State, 82 S.W.3d 541 (TexApp.-Austin2002,nopetJ
defense counsel to fail to requestthe court appoiutedassistance
Even if defendant's attorney did not adequately prepare for
of a mental health expert.
trialby failingto interviewdefendant,complaiuingwitness,and
Exparte Lemke, 13 S.W.3d 791 (Tex.Crim.App. 2000)
defendant's original attorney,defendantfailed to show how lack
Failureof defense counsel to inform defendant of plea offer of preparation had any negative impact on outcome of trial
made by the State is an omission that falls below an objective and thus failed to prove counsel was ineffective.
standard of professional reasonableness. Defendant is prejudiced by missed opportunity of accepting offer and presenting
Ramirez v. State, 76 S.W.3d 121 (Tex.App. - Houston 114th
it to the trial judge for consideration.
Dist.] 2002, pet. ref'd)
Trial counsel's failure to request an instruction on legality
Melt021v. Stare, 987 S.W.2d 72 (Tex. App. - Dallas 1998, no of murder defendant's confessiondidnot constitute ineffective
assistance of counsel where record contained n o evidence of
pet.)
Attorney found ineffective for faiiing to investigate facts of reasoning behind trial counsel's actions in failing to request a
robbery case, telling his client that a videotape existed of him jury instruction on issue ofwhether to disregard confession on
committing the offense when no such tape existed, thereby caus- ground it was obtamed in violation of law.
ing defendant to plead guilty to robbery even though he had
Mnllett v. State, 65 S.W.3d 59 (Tex.Crim.App. 2001)
nomemory ofcommittingthe offense because he sufferedfrom
Defendantfiiled to establish thathiscounsel'sfailure tomove
alcoholic blackouts.
to withdraw his guilty plea after he testifiedat plea hearing that
some of his actions were not intentional fell below an objective
Exparre Welch, 981 S.W.2d 183 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998)
Counsel ineffective for failing to fle application for proha- standard of reasonableness where record was silent as to
counsel's motivation for failing to move to withdraw plea.
tion for defendant who was eligible for probation.
Exparfe Hill, 863 S.W.2d 488 (Tex.Crim.App. 1993)
Ineffectiveassistancefound where defense counsel called alibi
witnesses who had pleaded guilty to sameoffensetwo days earlier and thus "los[t] the case for his client."
ExparteZepeda, 819 S.W.2d 874 (Tex.Crim.App. 1991)
Counsel ineffective in failing to request accomplice witness
instruction in case based entirely on accomplice witness testimony.

Ex parte Lomdn-Menrtora, 45 S.W.3d 107 (Tex.Crim.App.
2001)
Counsel not ineffective for failing to inform defendant of
right to file a petition for discretionary review after his case
was affirmed on direct appeal wheu he had informed defendant of such right in his initial appointment letter.

Exparfe Drinkert, 821 S.W.2d 953 (Tex.Crim.App. 1991)
Counsel ineffective in failing to object to indictment and
charge both of which were based on invalid felony murder
theory.

Smith v. State, 40 S.W.3d 147 (Tew. App. - Texarkana 2001,
no pet.)
Counsel not ineffective for failing to object to outcry testimony in chid abuse case even though state conceded notice
was deficient and untimely when record did not reflect reasons
for counsel's failure to object or show that cuunsel was snrprised by testimony,

Examples of "Effectiveness"
MitcheIl v. State, 68 S.W.3d 640 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002)

Blount v. State, 64 S.W.3d 451 (Tex. App. - Texarkana 2001,
no pet.)
A W L 2003
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Counsel not ineffective in aggravated sexual assault o f child
case f o r &citing from child's m o t h e r a comment she made bef o r e child's outcry t o t h e effect thatGtherewas amolester in the
neighborhood" referring to defendant a n d in w h i c h she said
she heard defendant h a d "did something t o somebody else's
kid."There was aplausihlestrategicbasisfor elicitingcomment
t o discredit m o t h e r by showing h e r p o o r supervision o f c h i d
by allowing c h i l d t o have contact w i t h defendant.

Jackson v. State, 973 S.W.2d 954 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998)
Counselnotineffective f o r failing t o f i e m o t i o n t o suppress
absent evidence t h a t motion w o u l d have been granted h a d it
b e e n f i l e d &,

RobertN. Udqshen i s apartuer in the DalIns lnw firn of Sorrels 6 Udashen. Mr.
pet. refd)
Udashen'spracticeis limited to rrimirrd triDefendant testified athearing a n application for writ of haals and appeals. Mr. Udashen began his abeas corpus that h e gave attorney names o f witnesses a n d imreer witit theStaffCou~zselforInnlatesat the
p o r t a n t facts that attorney did n o t investigate. Defendant did
then TexasDepartntent@Corrections where
n o t subpoena attorney t o testify at hearing a n d offered n o exhe handled numerous applications for writs
planation from attorney about h i s conduct. Defendant didn o t
of habeas corpus raisingclainls of ineffective
overcome presumption that attorney exercised reasonahlepro- assistance of counsel. Applications for writs of habeas corpus still
fessional judgment.
constitute a signifimntpart of Mr. UdashenS practice.
Exparfe Okere,56 S.W.3d 846 (Tex. App.-

F o r t W o r t h 2001,

HABERN, O'NEILAND BUCKLEY L.L.P
W I L L HELP PREPAREA CLIENT FORGOING T O PRISON I N TEXAS
WHAT CAN YOU TELLYOUR CLIENT AND FAMILY WHO FACE GOING TO PRISON?
The law firm o f Habern, O'Neil and Buckley L.L.P. has produced a r hour 45 minutevideo
(alsoavailableon DVD) with an accompanyinghandoutthatgives clientsand theirfamilies
basic information about what is going t o happen and how t o prepare oneself from the
time of sentenclng and detention in the county jail through the admission, classification,
and parole a t theTexas prison.
Some of the topics dwcussed include:
*What needs to be done beforegoing tojail .Custody levels
*What to take with you t o prison
mTlmecreditand good time procedures
*Dealing with medkal problems
oworkassignments
*Leaving the countyjall for prison
.Security precaution designations
*First diagnostic steps
.Visitation
*Receiving and screening procedures
*Personal hyglene
*Mental and physical examinations
mLlvlng areas, commlssary,and recreation
*Class~flrationcommittees
*Gangs and contraband
.Personal property
.Parole procedures
The costs are as follows, with freeshipping:
$250.00
DVD
Video

$275.00

TO ORDERTHIS VIDEO ENCLOSE YOUR PAYMENTBYMAIL OR FAX
TO: HABERN, O'NEIL, AND BUCKLEY L.L.P.
Box 627; Riverside, Texas 77367
Phone Toil free 888-942-2376
Fax; 936-594-9100
To view a clip of the video go t o www.paroletexas.com
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
VISA OR MASTER CARD NO.
EXP. DATE:
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PURPOSE

that position during the term of office, the President, withapproval of a majority of the officers of the Texas Criminal DeThe purpose of the CriminalDefenseLawyers Project ('<the fense Lawyers Association, shall fill the unexpired term by apProject") is to providecontinuing legal education, training and pointment.
materials for crinimal defense attorneys throughout the State
of Texas that represent indigent criminal defendants. Our goal
6. Should a Vice Chairperson resign or should a vacancy
is to improve the quality of Iegal representation of the crimi- arise in that position during the term of office, the ChairpernaUy accused to insure fair prosecution; reduce the danger of son shall fill the unexpired term by appointment.
wrongful conviction and punishmenh and avoid the expense
and delay of retrials causedby inexperiencedor ineffectivecoun7. A Chairperson or Vice Chairperson may succeed his or
sel.
her termin office by appointment at thediscretionof thepresident of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, with
11.
CHAIRPERSON andVICE CHAIRPERSON
approval of the officers of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, or Chairperson, respectively.
1. The Chairperson of the Project shall be appointed by the
President of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, 111.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
with approval of a majority of the officers of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, for a one (1) year term at or
1. There shall be an executive committee ("the Commitbefore the annual meeting of the Texas Criminal Defense law- tee") of the Project. The membership, powers and responsiyers Association. The Chairperson shall preside at meetings of bilities of the Committee are set forth in these guidelines.
the Project. The Chairperson shaU report directly to the President ofTexas CrinimalDefenseLawyersAssociation.The Chair2. The term of the Committeememhers begins at the time
person may be removed by the President of the Texas Criminal of appointment and shall end at the conclusion of the annual
Defense Lawyers Association, with approval of a majority of meeting of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
the officersof the Texas CriminalDefenseLawyersAssociation. after the appointment of the Committee members. A committee member may succeed his or her term in office at the
2. The Vice Chairperson shaU be appointed by the Chair- discretion of the Chairperson.
person of the Project fox one (1) term. The Chairperson shall
appoint the Vice Chairperson within seven (7) days of the be3. The following persons shall always be voting members
ginning of the term of the Chairperson.The Vice Chairperson of the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project Executive Commitshall serve as the chair in the absence of the Chairperson.
tee:
3. The term of the Chairperson shaU begm immediatelyafter the conclusion of the annual meeting of the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association at or before which he or she is
appointed, or at the time of appointment, whichever occurs
later. The term of the Vice Chairperson shall begin immediately after the conclusion of the annual meeting of the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association at or before which heor
she is appointed, or at the time of his or her appointment by
the Chairperson, whichever occurs later.

4. The terms of the Chairperson and the Vice Chairperson
shall expireat the conclusion of the annual meeting of theTexas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association that occurs next after
their respective terms begin.
5. Should a Chairperson resign or should a vacancy arise in
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A. Chairperson of the Criminal Defense Lawyers
Project.
A. Vice Chairperson of the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project.
B. President of Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
A. President-Elect of Texas CriminalDefenseLawyers Association.
B. Treasurer of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
4. The remainder of the committee shall be composed of
not more than ten voting members. These members shall be
appointed by the Chairperson upon consultation with the
President of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
and the Vice Chairperson. A Committee member must be a

member in goodstanding of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
5. "Good Standing" is defmed as being current on all dues
obligations for the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and in good standing with the State Bar of Texas.
6. The Chairperson may appoint ex-officio (non-voting)
members of the Committee at his discretion.

ments of any grant and to further the purpose of the Project;
Reimburse any entity or person for labor, services, or
J.
management expenses in conducting Project business;
K. Conform its practices to any grant requirement.
V.

RESPONSIBILITIES
1. The Project shall be responsible to the Texas Criminal
Defense Iawyers Association for its actions.

2. Expenditures of funds shall be approved by a majority
vote of a quorum of the Committee. A quorum shall be a maLawyers Association shall always be a non-voting member of jority of the voting Committee members that are present at a
the Committee.TheExecutiveDirector shallseethat staff mem- scheduled or called meeting. All accounts shall require signabers of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association shall tureauthorityof the Chairman orvice Chairman of the Project,
attend committee meetings and provide assistance to the Com- and the Executive Director of Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
mitteeasnecessary for the Committee to performitsfunctions. Association for any expenditure exceeding $500.00. Quarterly
financial reports shall be delivered to each Committee mem8. A member may be removed by the Chairperson and at ber seven (7) days prior to a scheduledmeeting. There shall be
at least four (4) quarterly meetings of the committee each fisleast a majorityvote of the committee for the following:
cal year. The fiscal year shall be the same as the fiscal year of
A. Two unexcused absences a year from scheduled Texas Crimimal Defense Lawyers Association.
meetings;
3. AU grant applications shall be signed by the Chairperson
B. Failure to remain current on dues and obligations
to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and to be or Vice Chairperson of the Project.
in good standing with the State Bar of Texas;
4. All books and records of the Project and any business
C. Any sufficient reason raised by the Chairperson
which it transacts shall be reviewable by the President, Presiand supportedby a majority vote of the Committee.
dent-elect, Treasurer, Executive Director, and Executive Committee of theTexas CriminalDefenseLawyers Association and/
N.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEEPOWERS
or Executive Committee of the Project, upon request.
The Committee shall have the authority to:
5. Minutes shall be kept of each meeting, scheduled or othA. Apply for grants;
Schedule and present seminars for the training and erwise, and approved by the Committee. It shaU be the responB.
sibility of the Executive Director of the Texas Criminal Defense
education of lawyers and judges in the State of Texas;
Lawyers Association to record, prepare, and deliver the minTo conduct the business and affairs of the Project;
C.
D. Shall maintain separate bookkeeping and other utes of each meeting to the members of the Committee for aprecords in conformancewith any grantapplied for and received proval.
by the Project;
Prepare and secure an annual audit of the business
6. AU records, books and documents of the Project shall be
E.
maintained at the home officeof the Texas Criminal Defense
affairs of the Project;
F. Prepare and submit for approval by the Texas Crimi- Lawyers Association.
nal Defense Lawyers Association an annual budget;
7. These guidelines may be modified by a majority vote of
G. Expend funds for the management and conducting
of the business affairs of the Project within the guidelines of the Board of Directors of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association at a scheduled meeting of that Board.
any grant received by the Project;
H. Provide training for attorneys who representindigent
defendants in criminal cases in the State of Texas through any
means approved by any grant received by the Project;
Employ those persons necessary to meet the reqnire- Revised 12/07/02
I.
7. The Executive Director of the Texas Criminal Defense
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National Highway Safety Transportation Administration
(NHTSA) standardized field sobriety tests (SFSTs) came under intense
scrutiny by the defense community when they went into widespread usc
in the 1980's. At that time, the scientific literature to support their use was
limited to two NHTSA-sponsored laboratory studies' and two very modest field studies.z Both the NHTSA researchers and critics pointed out
that the tests had not proven themselves in the field and that studies done
under roadside conditions were badly needed. Many critics trenchantly
derided the SFSTs and their supporting empirical base and detailed other
significant problems.3 In the past seven years, three large-scale field studies have been conducted that potentially address some of the problems
noted earlier. Indeed, Marcelline Burns, a primary researcher in the development of the SFSTs, has stated the initial laboratory studies have limited relevance to understanding the use and accuracy of the SFSTs twentyfive years later in field settings.4 Have the subsequent Colorado, Florida,
and San Diego SFST field studies rectified the earlier problems? What about
research by other researchers or agencies? This paper will review the
NHTSA SFST field studies and related works, appraise their impact on
the research base for the SFSTs, and review the SFSTs' standing as psychological tests in light of current standards.

The NHTSA SFST Field Studies
The originaLNHTSA1ahoratorystudies examined field sobriety tests asapplied to volunteers inindoor, wen-lighted conditions. For Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN), examiners had
the benefit of equipment to stabilize the subject's head and a
protractor formeasuringtheangleof onset of nystagmus. Could
officers could obtain usable or valid results under traffic stop
conditions?The fieldstudieswere designed to address this question. The first such study was completed in 1981,but encountered such poor cooperation from participating officers that
the data were deemed unsuitable for analy~is.~
Presumably because of this initid neetive experience, subsequent field testinglocationswere chosen largely based on the cooperation and support of the administration and officers that
would carry outthe testing ("...only agencies that could assume
an extremely high level of cooperation and commitment would
he recommended for participation,?). The officers that would
perform SFSTs in the new geleration of studies were not reluctant draftees, but volunteers? SFST instructors: or exhibited
"genuine interest in the study and eagerness to be selected.'*
The three major NHTSA field studies consist of ii~vestigations carried out in Colorado, Florida and San Diego in 1995,
1997 and 1998, respe~tively.'~
The designs of the studies were
highly similar, so they will be discussed together. In each, actual traffk stops using the SFSTs were investigated. Police officers were recruited to participate in the study from agencies
that supported the research efforts. Officers had previous training and experience in the SFSTs (in the Florida study, aU 16
were SFSTinstructors) and received"refreshef'training before
beginning data collection.In the Coloradoand Florida studies,
observers from the study (either researchers or participating
police officers) monitored about half of thestops to ensure they
ohserved the study protocols (no use of portable breath tests
[PBTs] until after the SFSTs were given and scored) and that
the SFSTs were administered correctIy. In the Colorado and
Florida studies, researchers obtained PBTs on the majority of
drivers who were tested hut released. This allowed an estimate
of false negatives--failures to make an arrest when warranted.
The differentstudiesinvestigated the SFSTsperfmmanceat BAC
levels of .05% and .OS%.All three studiis reported that correct
arrest decisions based on the SFSTs exceeded 9096, with two of
the three reporting higher levels of false negatives (erroneous
releases).
Percent of Decisions Coned in theThree NHTSASFST Field Studies

Decistons

Release
Decisions

Total
Decisions

93

64

86

Arrest

,-,.L.--A-

.~I",BU"

(.05%1

Table 1

In allthree studies, the proportion of driversarrested to those
testedwas quite high-well over 50%. MeanBAClevelofthose
arrestedwere .138% (SanDiego), .150% (Florida), and .152%
(Colorado). In the Colorado study,HGN wasscored differently
than in all other studies, as scores for left and right eyes were
not distinguished, and the scores ranged only from 0-3. There
is no indication of what instructions were given for the WAT
and the OLS in the Colorado and San Diego studies, while the
instructions usedin the Floridastudy differ substantidy from
the2000NHTSAstudent manual. The Colorado study reported
that only 13 errors of administration and 6 errors in instructions were observed in 305 SFST administrations (only 41%
were observed). &errors were reported in the Florida stud
The NHTSA Student Manual," the official SFST training
guide for police officers, provides cutoff scores for each test to
optimally classify a person as above or below .lo%. It appears
that the NHTSA-suggested decision rules for the SFSTs were
twt used in the Colorado and Florida studiesofficershadaccess to test scores but used rhar own best judgment as the final
c~iterionfor arrest. Officer$ failures to follow the recommended
SFST-decision rules were cited as a significant pzoblern in the
San Diego study. In the Colorado study, incorrect arrest decisions were attributed to officers focusing on poor Walk and
performance when
Turn (WAT) and One Legged Stand (Om)
the suspects' HGN performance was normal.
Other Studies
Several investigations besides the three NHTSA field studies examined the performance of SFSTs in detecting BAC lev&.Two optometrists analyzed the results from 2429 administrationsof the HGN conducted during normal traffic stops in
Ohio." They reported results, in the form of a table, that suggest high levels of accuracy (92%) for HGN-the other SFSTs
were not oramined. However, all of the suspects were arrested
(even those that passed the HGN), and 92% of them had a
BAC of above the .lO%standard used in Ohio. In other words,
the officers would be right 92% of the time by calling everyone
stoppedDU1: the test added n~thing.~Theauthorsreportvery
few details of the data collection, there were no observers
present, and no indication whether PBTs were used.
The only NHTSA sponsored sobriety test studies that have
been published in peer reviewed journals detail the development of a standardized boating sobriety test" and an investigation ofvarious sobrietytestsat detecting BACat .04%15. The
marine environment is uuiaue because the motion of a watercraft makes the WAT and OLS unsuitable for on-the-spot testing. Like the 1981SFST study,both laboratory and field ohservations were made. HGN and three other tests were identified
on their correlation with BAC. Other
as most promisingbased
"
signaof intoxicationwerealsoexamined: having'ied eyesl'correlated onlv .l9 with BAC: "red-faced"correlated .26.
In the field study, the Maryland Department of NaturalResources Police administeredthe four SBST candidatemeasures.
Officers all had been certified on the SFSTs, were described as
"highly experienced" regarding DUIIBUI, end were given an
additional dayandahdf of trainingbefore bpginningthe study.
Officers were instructed not to obtain PBT readings until after
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recordingthe SBS results, but no observers monitored this or
administration and scoring procedures. HGN was found the
bmt individual test wrreIating ,77 withBACin the field stop.
Using HGN swres alone resutted in 100% clafsificationof BAC
>..lo% and 90% wrrect kificdtion below .lo%. W o tests
used in the field bimery,"saying thea1phabet"and"hand-pat,"
showed respectable correlationswitbBACburdidnot improve
upon decisions basedon HGN alone. The authors nonetheless
recommended the full battery because the latter tests provide
some measure of performance impairmem (vs. BAC level),
whereas HGN does notL6
A wry recent investigation"found that only HGN was effective at distinguishingpersonabove orbelow aBACof .04%,
a standard sometimes applied to driversof commercialvehicles
and, in some states, to drivers younger than 21. Both lahoratory and simulated fieldconditionswere investigated, and sora a l vzriations ofHGW and theOIA were tried. Thevariatiom
did not mattermuch,hut the optimum cut-scorefor HGNwsts
two cluesrather than four. Even so, the observed accuracy level
obtained was lower than for higher BAC levela: 79% of those
above .04% were correctly identified, while 38% of those helow .04% were wrongly classified.
Critique ofthe SFST Field Studies
Ascientificstudyshould evaluate the effect of a variable, or
atest,controUingfor theeffectsof extraneousvariahlesasmuch
as possible." In the caxe of the SFSTs, a rigorous test of their
validitywouldbet o e ~ m i n thecorrect
e
elassificatiourate (is,,
BAC > .M%)using only information from the test(s)-not
from the suspect's driving performance,demeanor, smell, previous arrest record, etc. Accomplishing this level of control
would probably require video taping only the relevant (officially xored) iispects of SFST performance. The tpst performame would beacored by officerswho had no other information regarding the suspects and no opportunity to observe,
smell, or talk to them. For HGN, this should involve partial
masking of the eyes,so eye redness, glassiness,and eyeliddroop
could not he observed.
Ideally, subjeots in an experiment are randomly assignedto
a treatment or experimentalgroup.In this way, differences between the groups are minimized.The original NHTSA lahoratory studies assigned subjects to a target BAC group based on
their drinking history. In the field studies, there were no experimentallycreatedgroups-just drivers stopped for onereason or another. Therefore, the NHTSA field studies are quasiexperiments, not expe~iments.'~
AU the officers employed the
SF& and no control group was used. A control group is considered a near-essentialfeature of a rigorous study because it
duplicates all the relevant Facton that might acwunt for the
results in the experimentalgroupexcept for the variable under
study. In the case of the SFSTs, adjacentjurisdictionsmightbe
compared-one department using the SFSBand another not.
Or some members of the department might be trained in the
SFSB, others given other DWI-detectiontraining. Without such
a controlgroup, the results observed are ambiguous.Is 90-9596
a better accuracy rate than without the SPSTs3 Was the high
accuracyratedue to the quality of the officers?Their sensitiza28 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE AvRlr 2003

tion to DWI detection because of their recent training? The
kct that they were observed by researchers and supervisors?
Significantdefects of the SPST field studies as rigorous xientificstudies can be summarized in the followingfivepoints:
1.
Thefieldstudies validated the arrest decisions of theofj i ~ ~int sthestdies, not the SFST& Because officers had ascw to
driver behavior and demeanor, the fieldstudiesdid noTspecificaUy test the accuracy of the SFSTs as stand-alone tests. They
were not wnducteduhlind,"much less double blind& stated
in the Colorado study, "Some of the infoimation underlying
an officer's decision is not documented and cannot he examined."'"n the $an Diego and the boating studies, officers may
have also had use of PBTs, which would wntaminate the test
with the criterion- fatal flaw. Even in the other two studies,
large proportions ofthe stopswereunobserved, so officerscould
haw used PBTs befoe scoring the SPSTs. In sum, the officers'
judgments of intoxieation and arrest decisions were not solely
due to the SFSTs, and cannot provide solid evidence for SFST
vatidity,
The police oficers and the degree of supervision in the
2.
jiekf studies werenot typjml of typical DWI srops. In each study,
participatingofficers werehighlymotivated, highlyexperienced
uolunteers.In two studies, theywere monitored by either cidian research observers or their colleagues. It is wellknown that
people who are watched tend to perform better-in soeial psychologythis is known as theHawthorneEfect. SnpSupsionlikely
made offiwrsmoreattuned to accurateadministrationandrecording than an officerworkingon his own would be. The wry
low rate of administration errors reported for the Colorado
and Florida studies attest to this, and contrastsgreatly with the
experience of many DUI attorneys.''
The studier are instrfiiently documenfedfor scientific
3.
ppers,a point made in U.S. v. Horn.= For example, two of the
SFSTstudies do not specify the instrndions used to administer
the tests (the instructions have changed considerablysince the
initial 1977 study). None of the studies examined the combination of HGN and WAT that is referenced in the NHTSA
manuals, or examined interrater reliability (howwelldifferent
observers agreed on swing or arrest decisions) or internal reliability (how we11 the different scoring clues agceed).There is
no discussion ofthe weaknesses orlimitatiousof the studies,as
is customary in the discussion section of a published paper.
Instead, the Florida study ends with an astonishingly strong
condusion:"There appears to be little basis for continuing legal challenge (t6the SFSTs)Y3
Theautfuarsdid not report t k accuracy of a m deci4.
siomfor sops that were observed vs, those that were not, or for
SFSTsperformed under adverse &mate conditions vs. those rhat
were not. This is surprising, since this latter issue wias a one of
the primary goals of the Colorado study.
5. N m of the SFSTJEeld studies have been published in
peer-reuiedscientific joumls. The reports were submitted to
state DOTapcies orsimply"writtermup."Peer reviewerposes
the work to the criticism of other researchers and authors who
may not share the same beliefs and purposes, and who have
training and experience invalid experimentaldesign.Thescmtinythatthis process brings is crucial to detecting error and bias.

Because of the limitations of the field studies cited previously, it could he argued that the 1981 laboratory study, and a
simiiar work by non-NHTSA authors:' remain the primary
evidenceof SFSTreliabili~andvalidity.Supportingthis
claim,
NHTSA continues to cite the accuracy figures from the 1981
study in the student manual" rather than much higher figures
obtaked in the field studies. Although the laboratory studies
were rigorous in some respects, they have several serious flaws:
1) The subjects were not matched to either the DWI or general
population, 2) officers were able to observe, talk to, and smell
the subjects, 3) subjects had no reason to fear detectionlarrest,
4) testing was conducted during the day rather thannight, when
most DWIs occur, and, for the NfITSAstudy, 5) the same subjects were used to create the cutoff scores for the test and to
evaluate the accuracyofthese cutoffscores. This procedure will
lead to inflated estimates of accuracy? because the test is specifically fitted to the subjects on which it was calibrated. The
cutoff scores from the firstgmup should be cross-validated on
anew group of subjects.The accuracy level achievedin the second group will be an unbiased estimate of the accuracy when
applied to a new group of similar subjects, such as DWI suspects, assuming the base rates (frequency) of intoxicated persons are similar in both groups.
A Comment on HGN
HGN has repeatedlybeen foundinNHTSA-sponsoredstudies to be the best psychophysiological test to estimate BAC?'
Conducted by medical or optometry personnel in laboratory
conditions with healthy,restedsubjects, there islittle doubt that
HGN is a good indicator of BAC. However, police officers lack
in-depth training, and estimating a 45-degree angle is a poor
substitute for laboratory apparatus that can measure angles to
a tenth of degree. Data from the 1981 study indicate that most
officers had difficultyaccuratelyestimating45 degrees,'which
the authors stated% a critical factor in making accurate decisions from sobriety test battery performa~ce.'"~Officers were
deemedproficient if they wuld estimate an angle within 3 degrees with use of a protmctur." Thus, even when officers are
freshly trained and use an apparatus to assist in their obsemations, a six-degree range of error is expected. One of the clues
for HGN is onset of nystagmus before 45 degrees of IateraI deviation. If a sk-point spread is acceptable, one ofticer may estimate 45 degrees at 42 degrees, another at 48. Ifthe officers are
consistent i n their scoring, the first officer will score this clue
much less often than the second will.
Difficulties can arise in several other ways when interpreting HGN. Are asubject's eyemovementssmoothpursuitmovements with nystagmus or natural saccadic movements?At least
one board certified ophthalmologistwrote that NHTSKs recommended "smooth pursuit" administration (two seconds
across each eye) invites saccadicmovementsbecauseit requires
the eye to move too fast?' The 1981 study authors acknowledged that as many as 50% of people show some nystagmus at
maximum deviation in at least one eye.""In NewHfln~pshire
v.
Dahood, the court reportedc'Drs.Citron Can ophthalmologist)
and Rizzo (a neuro-ophthalomologist) were adamant in their
opinionthat the distinctnystagmusat maximum deviation clue

should be elhninatedfromtheHGN test? Recently,ithasbeen
reported that fatigue can induce nystagmus at maximum deviationin 50% ofpeople,and that nystagmuspersistsaffer BAC
levels have fallen to zero?' h t l y , the court in S h ~ l fV.z State
recognized thirty-five causes of nystagmusin addition to alcohoL3'

Selected Standards for Psychological Tests
Standard #

1.10

When ~nterpretation
of spenfic items, or small subsets af
terns., IS suggested. the rationale and relevant evidence in
r u ~ o o lof
t such interpretabonsshould be provided.

1.17

if test scores are used in conjuct~onwlth other quanhfiable
vanabler (i.e., driving erron, odor of alcohol) to pred~ct
some outcome or criterion (i.e BAC), regression (or
equivalent) analysis should include those add~t~onai
relevant
variables aiom with test scores.

3.5

Relevant experts external to the testing program should
review the test specifications

.

Test content should be chosen to ensure that intended
infrencer from t e g t scorer are equally mild for members
of different groups.

and/or Item informat~on,should be documented.
Smrer reliability and potential dnft over fime in the scorer's
rating standards should be evaluated and reported.

I

.the rationate and procedures used for establishmn~cut
scores shouid be clearly documented.
Mod~ficationr ar disruptronsof standardized test
administration procedures or smnng should be
documented.
W k n test scoring involves human judgment, rmring
mbrics should ~peclfycriteriafor mnng. Adherence ta
established sconng &ria should be monitored and
checked regularly. Monrtonng procedures should be
documented.

The test manual/documentatton should include the
standard error of measurement.
Test docurncnts rho" Id spec'fy qual f~wtionsillat are
required to admmirler a test and lo ~nterprctlest rcures
If age or other demographic variables effect test
perfocmanrr.,tnese irsuur sho~ldbe rt~died
and the lest
used only for those cubgm~prfar whkh evidence indicatcs
valid inf&ncrs can be drawn from test scores.

I

(Test4generally should be admlnlstered in the tsttaker's
most proficient language...
nferencer accurately reflect the intended construct rather
Table 2

Awr
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Two recent court opinions have held that HGN does not
meet Dauhert Standards to be admissible as direct evidence of
intoxicationorimpairment.In U.S. v. Horn,thecourtheldHGN
is not generallyacceptedamong psychologists."In New Hampshire v, D a h ~ o d ?the
~ trial court, on remand from the Supreme
Court of NewHampshire on the issue of admissibility, cited an
inability to determine error rates and concluded HGN is
generally accepted among ophthalmologists. Onappeal, h o w
ever, the New Hampshire Supreme Court disagreed that error
rates are unknown and reaffirmed other state court opinions
that the relevant professional communities for HGN include
behavioral psychology, highway safety, neurology, and
criminalistics in addition to optomet~yand ophthalmology.ls
The SFSTs as Standardized Tests
SFSTsarequitesimilarto the neuropsychologicaltests,which
detect brain damage and assess sensory, motor, and cognitive
impairmeut.To theextent that theSFSTs are standardizedtests,
they should meet the relevant professional standards. An wthoritative guide is Standardsfor Educational andPsychological
Testing? which contains dozens of criteria for test construction, reliability, validity, documentation, and implementation,
andprovidesausefulintroduction to these issues. Some of these
are directly relevant for the SFSTs. For example, Standard 1.10
states"When interpretation of performance on specific items,
or small subsets of items, is suggested, the rationale and relevant evidence in support of such interpretations should be
provided."This is not addressed in the SFSTliterature.The following table lists the standards that are most relevant for examination of the SFSTs. The next sections address problem areas regarding stand~rdization,reliability, and validation.
Deficienciesof the SFSTs as PsychologicalTests
Sfandardiiation Problems -As the rran7e implies, the SFSE
gab1 their special status becouse they have been standardized,
nreaningspecifrcrrldesfor ndminisfering, scoring, and interpretation have been specrid and researched. Standatdizatio~lis crucial ifresearchfindings are used tosupport the validity of the tests,
since a test thatis n~odifiedis no longer the same tesr.As NHTSA
states, -Ifany one of the stanrlardizedfield sobriety test ektnenh
is changed, the validity is conrpromi~ed."~"
A nrrmber of courts
have held that if not properly administered, the SFSTs arz not
admissjble."
The following problem areas are organized in the chronological order that the SFSTs are administered andscored,
1. Screening questions for possible medical problems and
conditions should he standardizedand validated.The NHTSA
student manual states the officer should ask about cel tain topics, hut does not specify the form of the questions. The wording of a question, and how it is asked, i ~ crucial
p
to obtaining
valid data. Screening questionnaires are used in a variety of
medical fields. A good screening test should identify virtually
everyone who has the condition being queried about-and
should be demonstrated to do so. In the case of the SFSTs, the
questions should uncover relevant conditions that could invalidate or affectSFST performance. No research has been conducted on this issue.
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2. TheSFSTinstructions havechangedrepeatedlyfrom the
initial laboratory studies to the field studies to the current
NHTSA student manual used to train police officers.
3. SFST training does not emphasize rigorous adherence to
the standardizedinstmctions. Psychologist..routinely administer standardized tests. Many, like the Wechsler intelligencetests,
income with materials that direct the examiner to &the
structions verbatim. This was my expectation when I learned
the SFSTs. Although the NHTSAinstructionsare given in quoration marks, suggestingtheyshould be deliveredverhatim,t s
level of proficiencyis not specifically endorsed. Consequently,
students and instructors donot seem to aspire to it. Some training films actually demonstrate inaccurate delivery."
4. SFSTtrainiigmaterialsdo not address11owinstructions
are to be del~vered(attitude, speed, and tone). Should the officer be polite? Authoritative? Commanding? Is it OK to he
impatient, sully,and condescending?How does this affect performance?What about speed of delivery? Should the oficer's
demeanor facilitate maximum performance?That is the usual
standard for neuropsychological tesh4*In contrast, some officers appear to make the tests harder by delivering instructions in a rapid, bored, monotone voice. It is unlikely that the
officers in the laboratory studies, using volunteers and mouitored by the researchers, adopted the hostile, impatient demeanor sometimes displayed by office~sduringSFSTadministrations. To the extent that arresting officers behave differently
than the officers in the NHTSA studies (which was not recorded), the validation evidence is diminished.
5. For the Walk and Turn, a variety of line situati~nsare
permitted. There is no research on the effect of using an imaginary line, a crookedline, an offset line, or one that the line creates an uneven surface.
6. Whatmnstitute~"demonstratesunderstanding"?Forthe
WAT and OLS, officersare directed to determine that the suspect understands theinstructions. A"yes" or'no"question often suflices. If a suspect equivocates, the officer may become
impatient and demand an answer. Clearly, this is not an adequate assessment. The tests are designed to test ability to follow directions and perform after the instructions are understood. (Standard 9.3)
7. Scoringrules areofteninadequately speciiied.%akmnstitutes an "inappropriate turn?" In HGN, the examiner must
make two passes for each eye to assess each of the three signs.
Does the clue have to occur on both passes, or just one? If it
occurs on just one, should the examiner administer another
pass and make a decision based on two out of three?
8. It is unclear,hothin thestudiesandthestudent manual,
what the criteria are for failing the SFSTbattery. The student
manual provides cutoff scores for each test, plusadecision grid
for the combination of the HGN and WAT. What it does not
sayis what criterion isprimary. Thus,a suspect apparently can
fail at least four ways (from each of the three tests and from the
combination of the HGN and WAT). If the defendant is given
multiple chances of failing, the risk of a false positive finding
will accumulate with each additional test unless credit is given
for those tests passed.
9. Officersare not spec5cally dkected to record their oh-

servations immediately.Failure to doso encouragesa tendency reported." Reflecting on these figures, the authors candidly
to assign scores consistent with the officer's arrest decision and, admitted, ". . the interrater reliability for the nystagmus score
for example, to remember seeing a particular cue in both eyes is not as high as expected.. .""
rather than one. As the authors of the 1981 laboratory study
stated, "...many of the advantages of standardized scoring are
Reliability Coefficients for the SFSTs
lost when thescoring is left to memoryr44

.

Reliability andvalidity Problems
1. The SFSTshavenot been snbjected to arigorousc'blind"
assessment of their validity. As discussed above, none of the
studies of the SFSTs have been truly double blind, as expected
in medical research.The laboratorystudies came close; the field
studies do not. (Standard1.17)
2. The effects of fatigue,sleepiness,circadianrhythm, driver
stiffness or roadside conditions nnSPSTperformancehavenot
been adequately investigated (Standard 10.1) The angle ofonset of nystagmus was found to advance five degreesinthe hours
after midnight, while the other laboratory studies were conducted during daytime hours." In the 1981 study, the authors
stated that exercise, sleeploss,elevated temperatures, and antihistamines are associated with increased body sway." Strobe
and emergency lights, gusts of wind from passing traffic-all
have unknown effects on SFST performanceandvalidity given
the limitations of the field sh~dies.
3. Drivers suspected of DWI and subjected to the SFSTs
may be highly anxious, which alone or in combination with
small amounts of alcohol, may influence their performance.
In the laboratorystudies, subjects were volunteers who had no
reason to be anxious, aside from possible self-consciousness.
There are theoretical reasons to heheve that fear, anxiety, or
stress may affect performance on the WAT and OLS?' and no
study has demonstrated these factors are not relevant.
4. The clues for the WAT and OLS lack documentation of
their individual validity and reliability. The validat~onand reliability data focus solely on the total scores, not the individual
clues. It is posible that all eight clues are valid-or that half of
them are not. Since there is no published data on this issue, it
cannot be assumed that the clues your client f d e d are valid
ones. (Standard 1.10)
5. Reliability dataare lacking or below accepted standards
for psychological tests used for making decision about individuals. Reliability refers to the consistency with which a test
producesresultsacrossconditionsthst canchange,suchas testing at different times or by different evaluators. Authorities
recommend such tests show "a bare minimum" reliability of
.90, with .95"considered the desirabIe~tandard."~None
of the
reliabilityfiguresfor theSFSTs are this high,andmost are much
lower. Different ratersscoringthe samesubjectat thesame time
show reliability coefficientsbetween .62 and .74 on the SFSTs,
and lower figures (.58-.59) for their decisions about whether
the person is impaired and should be arrested. Other NHTSA
researchers assessed the SFSTs to be quite 1owon"Ease of Scaring," providing ratings on a 1-100 scale of "5" for HGN, "25"
for WAT, andX30"for 01s.-No figures have been reported to
assess theinternal reliability (coherence) ofthe SFSTitems.This
isastandard, expectedpieceofinformation for a psychological
test. The following tabledisplaysthe only figures that have been

-

Interrater

Test-retest

WAT

.72

.74

OLS

.61

70
~?
.--~-h

~

b

The reliability coefficientsare estimates of how much of the
test score is reliable-a reliability coefficientof .70 indicates
70% of the score is reliable and 30% is error. However, each
reliabilitycoefficientreflectsonly some of thepotential sources
of error: The observed score is a function of the quality that is
beingmeasured (intoxication) plusnumeroussourcesof error,
including who administered the test, the particular occasion
and conditions it was administered under, and the quality of
the items composing the test. Unfortunately, you cannot simply add up the errors from the different reliability estimates.
However, one dramatic illustration of the role of multiple
sources of error comes from the 1981 study: The test-retest coeficient for the WAT scored by a difirerrt rater is 34, as opposed to .61 when scored by the same rater. Themoderate reliability figures cast doubt on the high accuracymtesreported in
the field studies, since high reliability is a prerequisite for high
validity.52
6. Standard errors of measurement (SEM) are not provided. (Standard 6.5) The standard error of measurement is
the average amount of error in the typical measurement for
that test. TheSEMisusedto create confidenceintervalsaround
an observed score to show how precise the estimate (observed
score) is. For exarnple,a 95% confidence interval around a score
of 4 on the HGN might be 2 t o 6. But NHSTA studies do not
includebasicdescriptive~tatisticsofthe data (meansandstandard deviations) that would allow calculation of these values.
7. SFSTs have not been normed on sober people. As acknowledged in the 1981 study, "Balance tests of various sorts
show large individual differences in the performanceof sober
individuals.. ."53Whenmost psychologicaltests are developed,
they are tested on a large sample to determine what is "normal."The Personality Assessment Inventory is a self-report test
designed to assess psychopathology. Before it was published,
the author administered it to some twelve hundred psychiatric
patient+the intended population for the test. But he also administered it to over twelve hundred volunteers from around
the country,Then, volunteers were dropped in order to obtain
a census-projected nationally representative sample in terms
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of age, race, and education.<>~ The SFSTs have never been administered to a large, representative group of sober people.
We don't know what is a normal score.
8. There is very limited data on the SFSTs for people under21 or over 50-55. (Standard 3.6) Only 3.1o/o of the NHTSA
1981 study sample used to standardize, calibrate, and validate
the SFSTs were older than 55. Reporting of age groups is inconsistent across the field studies, but in all three, people above
50-60 made up a very small portion of the sample. There have
been no comparisons made of the validity of the SFSTs for
younger vs. older groups. (Standards 7.2, 7.3, 10.1)
9. SFSTs have questionable validity for those who are elderly, in poor physical condition, or overweight. If the SFSTs
are of questionable validity for people more than 50 pounds
overweight, 55 what about short people who are 45 or 40 pounds
over the ideal? Proportionately, a person who is 4'8" and 40
pounds overweight is likely to be more physically impaired
than someone 6'3" and 51 pounds overweight. Why does the
test suddenly become invalid when one goes from 50 to 51
pounds over the ideal? Obviously, the impediment due to
weight is likely to be gradual. The same issue applies to people
in their late SO's vs. the arbitrary cutoff of 60 56 or 65.57 Physical
health and condition are likely to be more important than age.
(Standards 7.2, 7.3, 10.1)
10. Even NHTSA claims the SFSTs, when optimally used,
are only 80% accurate.58 This is perhaps the most direct and
compelling evidence of the SFST validity problems. Although
a 20% error rate may be acceptable in a test used for evidence
of probable cause of a BAC of .08% or more, it seems insufficient when the SFSTs are used as to establish, beyond a reasonable doubt, intoxication or impairment. Further, consider
that the SFSTs were I) evaluated by the tests' d evelopers, 2)
under laboratory conditions, 3) only a fraction of subjects were
in the critical.OS-.15% BAC range, and 4) the same subjects
used to calibrate the tests were used to assess their accuracy.
Given all of these potential biases in their favor, a hit rate of
80% is unimpressive.
Miscellaneous Issues
1. SFSTshave usually been evaluated in high base rate settings where up to 92% of the persons tested were legally intoxicated. Base-rates have a major effect on the confidence
that can be given to a test result. 59 In both the laboratory and
field studies, the majority of subjects or drivers tested were
intoxicated. Aside from the other problems with the studies,
generalization to settings (sobriety checkpoints or daytime
stops) where the incidence of DUI is much lower is not warranted. An earlier NHTSA studyOO showed high rates of false
positives when the frequency of intoxicated (BAC > .10%)
drivers was experimentally set to 48%. The following table
from that paper illustrates that HGN, either alone or in combination with observations of driver behavior and appearance,
showed false positive rates of up to 75% for those with a BAC
between .05% and .09%. Officers who received only three
hours of training in administration of HGN61 assessed 24o/o
of those in the .00-.04% BAC range as impaired-and the great
majority of these were probably completely sober.
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Percentage of Drivers Judged Impaired At Different BAC
Levels Using a Test Battery Including HGN or HGN Alone

BAC

.00-.04%

.5-.09%

.10-.15%

Briefly Trained Officers

24%

75%

89%

Fully Trained Officers

8%

52%

100%

HGN only (both groups)

15%

64%

95%

Figures in bo!d are false positives- drivers who would have been falsely arrested.

Table 4

2. SFST scoring is potentially biased by the officer's suspicion of intoxication. The SFSTs require subjective judgment to
score, as acknowledged by Marcelline Burns,62 NHTSA reviewcrs,63 and as indicated by their moderate inter-rater reliability
coefficients. An officer could easily decide a WAT turn is improper based, in part, of how the driver smelled and his clarity
of speech. When these biases seep in, the test has been contaminated.
3. The SFSTs may be harder than driving. The WAT and
OLS are unfamiliar and probably strain many sober peoples'
abilities, especially those that are not in good physical condition. To quote the NHTSA student manual, "Tests that are difficult for a sober person to perform have little or no evidentiary value."64
4. Although the SFSTs were not designed as indications of
driving impairment and have undergone little validation for
this purpose, they are still frequently admitted as evidence for
establishing the driver was impaired. The SFSTs were expressly
developed and validated to distinguish between BACs of above
and below .1 Oo/o-not driving impairment. Marcell in Burns has
emphasized this distinction,65 but NHTSA materials66 and court
decisions67 wrongly equate the two terms. While the SFSTs attempt to gauge BAC, NHTSA plainly states "Impairment varies widely among individuals with the same BAC level."68
Only a couple of studies have attempted to correlate SFST
scores with driving impairment. In one of the original NHTSA
laboratory studies, subjects were tested on both the SFSTs and
a divided attention performance test designed to simulate the
demands of driving. Each SFST correlated about .30 with the
different performance measures. When the results of the tests
were combined statistically, the two psychomotor tests (WAT
and OLS) carried all the weight- HGN added nothing.69 Other
NHTSA-associated researchers stated "there is 110 evidence that

the eye movements that constitute Nystagmus seriously impair
the visual processes involved in driving or operating a boat."70 A
third group ofNHTSA researchers evaluated dozens of behavioral tests to determine their potential to assess driver impairment and other desired qualities. The authors recommend a

completely different battery t h a n the SFSTs:'
a n d the SFSTs
received l o w rating in terms o f their relation to driving skills:
HGN received a r a t i n g o f "0"(zeroo n a scale o f 0.100) for its
value in assessing driver impairment, while WAT a n d OLS received r a t i n g s o f W 0 "and"20,"respecti~ely.~~
5. SFSTs,particularly HGN,aremoreprejudicialthanp r o bative o n t h e issue o f impairment. W h e n aperson suspected
sobriety test, the
o f DWDUIhas difficulty p e r f o r m i n g a efidl
jury v i e w i n g the performance m a y logically assume t h e suspect i s drunk. Given the circumstances, this is the natural interpretation. A study published by Cole a n d N ~ w a c y hka~d ~
21
completely sober people p e r f o r m thesobriety tests ( n o t including HGN) a n d other tasks. Police officers perceived 46% o f the
subjects p e r f o r m i n g soblietytests as drunk a n d w o r t h y of arrest. If prejudicial value = high and probative value = l o w o r
medium, t h e n high > l o w o r m e d i u m =nonadmissible.Meaney
argued t h a t a negative HGN i s m o r e probative t h a n a positive
findingbecause"no study suggests the possibility of intoxicat i o n w i t h o u t nystagm~s."'~
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Conclusion
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EurensicPsycliology, w i t h emphasis 1 1mnipetency
a n d sanity evnltmtions, risk nsscssnrent, personality assessnzent, personal injury, nnd eyewitness
testimony. Other interest areas biclrrde t r i a l cow
sdting a n dfnlse corIfessions.
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SUPaEMECOURT
PIPTH CIECUIT USED INCORRECT STANDARD WHEN IT REJECTED
PETITIONER'S COA: MILLER-EL v. COCKRELL, No. 01.7662, Cert. to 5IbCircuit Court
of Appeals (261 F.3d 445), reversed and remanded, 2/26/03: Opinion: Kennedy, joined by
everyone but Thomas; Concurrence: Scalia; Dissent: Thomas.
Dallas Countyprosecutorsperemptorilyexcluded10 of the 11 African-Americanvenire
persons (91%) prior to his trial in 1986. Petitioner moved to strike the jury arguing the
exclusionsviolated equal protection, and presented extensive evidence at a pretrial hearing
(testimony and other evidence relating to a pattern and practice of race discrimination at
voir direby the Dallas DA's Office,including a 1976 policy to exdude minorities From jury
service that w s available at least to one of petitioner's prosecutors), but the trial judge
denied relief, findinxnoevidenceindicating a systematicexclusion of blacks as required by
the then-controllingprecedent, Swain v. d~nb#,ama,380 U,S. 202. Petitioner was convicted
and sentenced to death. During pendencyof his appeal, Supremeshanded down theBatson
decision which established a three-part processfor evaluating equal protection daimssuch
as petitioner's. CCA remanded in light of Bnuon, but after a hearing at which all the Swain
and other evidence was admitted (evidencethat directly related to theprosecutors' conduct
in his case, induding comparativeanalysis of venire members demonstrating that AfricanAmericans were excluded from petitioner's jury in a ratio significantly higher than Caucasians; evidence that, du6ng voir dire, prosecution questioned venire members in a racially
disparate fashion as to death penalty views, willingness to serve ona capital case, and willingness to impose the minimum sentence for murder, and that responses disclosing relnct a m or hesitation to impose capital punishment or a minimum sentence were cited as
justification for striking potentiel jurors, and the prosecution's use of jury shuffling to assure that white venire members were selected in preference to African-Americans), trial
~
court concluded that petitionerfailedtosatisfy step one ofBnharr because the e v i d e n did
not even raise an inference of racial motivation in the State's use of peremptory challenges.
Trial court also concluded the prosecutors had proffered credible, me-neutral explanations for the African-Americans excluded-ia, their reluctance to assess, or reservations
concerning, imposition of death penaltysuch that petitioner could not prove purposeful
discrimination. On federal habeas, Petitioner raised a Betson claim, but itwas denied in
deference to state courts' acceptance of the state's race-neutral justifications for striking
potential jurors, and then denied his certificate ofappealability (COA). 5* Circuit also rejected his COA.
HELD: J
h
G
f
habeas relief to Petitioner.
(a) COA is a jurisdictional prerequisitefor a p p e d i i denial of postconvictionrelief nnder $2254. COA will issue only if 9253's requirements have been satisfied. The court of
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appealsshouldlimit its examination to a threshold inquiryinto
the underlying merit of his claims. E.g., Slack, 529 U.S., at 481.
This inquiry does not require full consideration of the factual
or legal bases supporting the claims. Consistent with Court's
precedent and statutory text, the petitioner need only demonstrate 'a substantial showing of the denial of a constitutional
right." (52253(c)(2), which is satisfied by demonstrating that
jurists of reason could disagree with the district wurt'sresolution of his case or that the issues presented were adequate to
deserve encouragement to proceed further. E.g., id., at 484. He
need not comince a judge, or, for that matter, three judges,that
he will prevail, but must demonstrate that reasonable jurists
would find the district court's assessment of the constitutional
claims debatable or wrong, ibid.
(b) Since petitioner's claim rests on aDnt8on violation,resolution of his CaA application requires a preliminary, though
not definitive, consideration of the threestep Batson framework. Statenow wncedes that Petitioner satisfiedstep one,and
Petitioner acknowledges that the State proceeded through step
two by proffering facially race-neutral explanations for these
strikes. The critical question in determining whether a petitioner has provedpurposeful discrimination at step three is the
persuasiveness ofthe prosecutor's justification for his peremptorystrike. E.5, Pzrrkeffv. Eleni, 514 US. 765,768 (per curiam).
The issue comes down to whether the trial court finds the
prosecntor'srace-neutral explanations to be credible. Credibility can be measured by, among other Edctors, the prosecutor's
demeanor; by how reasonable, or how improbable, the explanations are; and by whether the proffered rationale has some
basis in accepted ttial strategy. A plurality of this Court has
concludedin the direct review context that a state court's fmding of the absence of discriminatory intent is "a pure issue of
fact" that is acwrdedsignificant detkence and will notbe overturned unless dearly erroneous. Her rrarldez v. New York, 500
US. 352,364-365.Where 52254applies,the Court's habeas jurisprudence embodies this deference. Factual determinations
by state courts are presunied correct absent clear and convincing evidence to the wntrary, §§2254(e)(l), and a decision adjudicated on the merits in a state court and based on a factual
determination willnot be overturned on factual grounds nnless objectivelyunreasonable in light of the evidence presented
in thestate-WUIt proceeding, $2254(d)(2). Even in the context
of federal habeas, deference does not imply abandonment or
abdication of judicial review. In context of the threshold examination in this Batson claim, it can suffice to support issuance of a COA to adduce evidence demonstrating that, despite
the neutral explanation of the prosecution, the peremptory
strikes in the final analysis were race based. Cf. Reeves v.
Sanderson PlumbirtgProducts, Inc., 530 U.S. 133. Pp 13-16.
(c) On review of the record at this stage, Court wududes
the district court didnotgive fullconsideration to thesuhstantid evidence Petitioner put forth in support of the prima facie
case. Instead, it accepted without question the state court's
evaluation of the demeanor of the prosecutors and jurors in
petitioner's trial. 5" Circuit evaluated Petitioner's COA application in the same way. In ruling that Petitioner's claim lacked
sn%cient merit to justify appellate proceedings, that court re36 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE AWL
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cited the requirements for granting a writ under (52254, which
it interpreted as requiring petitioner to prove that the statecourt decision was objectively unreasonable by clear and convincing evidence. This was too demanding a standard because
it incorrectly merged the clear and convincing evidence standard of $2254(e)(l), which pertains only to state-court determinations of factual issues, rather than decisions, and the unreasonableness requirement of 52254(d)[2), which relates to
the state-court decision and applies to the grauting of habeas
relief. Court was incorrectin notinquiring whether ac'substantial showing of the denial o f a co~~stitutional
right" had been
proved, as (52253(c)(2)requires. The question is the debatability
of the underlying constitutional claim, not the resolution of
that debate. In this case, debate as to whether the prosecution
acted with a race-based reason when striking prospective jurors was raised by the statistical evidence demonstrating that
91% of the eligible African-Americans were excluded from
Petitioner's venire; by the fact that the state trial court had no
occasion to judge the credibility of theprosecutors'contemporaneour race-neutral justifications at the tune of the pretrial
hearing because the Court's equal protection jurisprudence
then, dictatedby Swain, did not requireit; by the fact that three
ofthe State's proffered race-neutralrationales for striking African American-ambivalenceabout the death penalty, hesitancy
to vote to execute defendants capable of being rehabilitated,
and the jurors' own family history of criminality-pertained
just as well to some white jurors who were not challenged and
who did serve on the jury; by the evidence of the State's use of
racially disparate questioning; and by the state courts' failure
to consider the evidence as to the prosecution's use of the jury
shuffle and the historical evidence of racial discrimination by
the Dallas County DAs Office. Case is reversed and remanded
to 5" Circuit for further proceedings.
FIFTH CIRCUIT
NO EX POST FACT0 PROBLEM WITH SEX OFFENDER
COUNSELING: RIECKv. COCKRELL, Na02-40649 (1/21/03).
Fifth Circuit joins long list of courts that hold that the Ex
Post Facto Clause of the Fifth Amendment does not forbid the
state statute requiring a sex offender to attend counseling even
if the statute was enacted after the defendant was convicted.
Court finds that the statutewas not punitive but had subsiantial rehabilitativepurposes.
OBSTRUCTION ENHANCEMENT: UNITED STATES v.
SEARCY, No. 02-50319 (12/313(N02).
Defendant tried to have drugs planted an informant xvho
was going to testify against him. Unfortunately, he used another informant to do it. The witness m s not aware of what
was going on, and the issue was whether an obstruction enhancement can be upheld where there is no direct threat, and
the person is not aware of the threat. Court holds enhance
ment applies w h e m r defendant attemp%to influence or in-

timidate a witness, and makes no difference whether a direct
threat is made, or the potential witness is aware of the threat.
SENTENCING: UNITEDSTATES v. PHIPPS e6.GILLEY,
No. 02-10102 (1/15103).
Defendants were convicted of kidnapping and carjacking,
and using a fiearm during the commission of each offense.
Court holds that section 924 does not authorize multiple convictions for the single use of a firearm based on multiple predicate offenses. This decision may be fairly narrow, because the
weapon was used onlybriefly to accomplish both the carjacking
and kidnapping. Court suggests niultiple convictions may be
proper where firearm is used at differentpoints in time.

publicofficial under the definitionestablishedby commonlaw.
Court also finds that bribes relatingto drug trafficking offenses
was a sufficient connection to interstate commerce, as were
bribes relating to DWI offenses. Court also upholdscouviction
of bail bondsmen. Even though he was not a public official,he
acted in conGert with public officials, which was sufficient.
BURDEN OF PROOF: UNITED STATES v. GAMEZGONZALEZ, No. 02-40297 (1127103).

Government is not required to prove a defendant's nlens ren
regardingthe typeand quantity of acontrolledsubstance. Court
also chastisesprosecution for improper closing argument (defenseattorney's job is to blow as much smoke towards the jury
as he can, and confuse things). While finding the remarks '5x1LAWYER'S ERROR WILL NOT SUPPORT EQUITABLE professional" the court finds it did not affect the defendant's
TOLLING: UNITED STATES v. RIGGS, No. 02-30396 (121301 substantial rights.
02).
TOLLING: DIXONv. CAIN,No. 02-30428 (117103).
Defendant hired lawyer to prepare and file a $2255 writ,
Defendant timely filed for,and received,an extension of time
which was not done. District court held limitations was equitably tolled based on lawyer's had erroneous advice regarding to filea supervisory writ (underLouisianalaw).Hesubsequently
time limits. Court holds alawyer's erroneous interpretation of filed his writ before the date granted. Court holds that limitaa statute will not support equitable tolling, reverses the district tions was tolled during the extension period. The key is that
the request was timely fded, and therefore the case was never in
court order and dismisses the petition.
an untimely status.
DENIAL OF SEVERANCEWAS ERROR: UNITEDSTATES v.
LIMITATIONS - SUBSEQUENT REVIEW: ROBERTS v.
McCARTER, No. 01-21203 (12126102).
COCKRELL,No. 02-50236 (1124103).
Defeudant was initially charged with couspiracy to possess
Defendant didnot file a PDR, and sought to use thedate the
with intent to distribute cocaine. l k o months later, governmeut added a felon in possession count based on ammunition mandate was issued as the starting point for limitations.
found in a car.AFter defendant moved unsuccessfully to sever
the firearm count, jury subsequently found him guilty of the
drug charge, but acquitted him on the gun count. Court holds
COURT OF CRIMINALAPPEALS
the gun count should have been severed,finding the countwas
added to strengthen the government's case. Court also finds
PDR OPINION
that limiting instructions for prior conviction would not be
effective, because that is not something a normal juror could
COA USED INCORRECT FACTUAL SUFFICIENCY STANset aside.
DARD: GERALD ZCJLIANI K State, No. 1168-01, Appellant's
CRIMEOFVIOLENCE: UNITEDSTATES v. VARGAS-DUNN, PDR from Travis County, Reversed, 2/5/03; Offense: Assault
wlbodily Injury; Sentence: 1 yr; COA: Affirmed (52111825 No. 02-20116 (1116103).
Austin 2001); Opinion: Prke (unanimous)
Defendant's conviction for unlawful re-entry was enhanced
Appellant was convicted of assaulting Patti, his live-in girlby 16 levels based on a prior conviction for intoxication assault. He argued it was not a crime of vioIence because intoxi- friend. Patti told her sister that she and Appellant had been
cation assault does not have as an element the intentional use fighting, thatAppellant had restrained her, she had pushed him
of force against another. Court finds that use of force need not down, then he pushed her, causing a cut on her head. During
trial, Patti (after initially asserting her 5'hAmendment privibe intentional, and the enhancement was proper.
lege, and being granted immunity) changed her story, saying
SUFFICIENCY: UNITED STATES v. CASTANEDA, No. 01- that she swung atAppellant,who then put his arm out to push
her away, which caused her to fall and hit her head. Appellant
40105 (217103).
argued self-defense, which the jury rejected. On appeal, ApDefendant was charged i n s bribery scheme involving jail- pellant argued that: (1) the evidence was factually insufficient
ers, bondsmen, assistant district attorneys aud judges. Court to show he did not act in self-defense, and; (2) the trial court
finds that even though jailer was not a peace officer, he was a erredwhen it allowed Patti's sister to testify and repeat the hearAslur
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say statement. C a 4 held that rejection of the self-defense issue La1vtort,913/1542,553 (CCA 1995). Record snpports the trial
was not against the great weight and preponderance of the evi- court's ruling, thus COA did not err in its disposition of this
dence, and that the hearsay was an excited utterance. PDR was second issue.
granted to determine whether these rulings were correct.
HELD: COA erred in analvzine Apgellant's factual insuff- JUVENILE'S GUILTY PLEA DID NOT FORFEIT RIGHT TO
ciency claim because it did use not the full factual sufficienq APPEAL: LINDSEYM.PATSSTv. Stnte,No, 400-02,Appellant's
standardasrequiredbvthe CCAin Johnson.23///1 fCCA2000). PDR from Smith County, Reversed, 2/12/03; Offense: IntoxiJohirmn held that evidence can be factually insufficient in one cation Manslaughta; Sentence: 10 yrs (probated); COA: Afof two ways! (1) the evidence is so weak as to be dearly wrong iirmed (NP No.00-12-00289-CR-Tyler,2001); Opinion: Keller
or manifestly unjust, or (2) the findig of a vital fact is so con- (unanimous)
trary to the great weight and preponderance of the evidence as
to be clearly wrong. If the complaining party on appeal did
Appellant, a juvenile, was certified a3 an adult, transferred
not have the burden of proof at trial, the first prong applies. If to districtmnrt,andenteredanopen pleaof guilt. Sheappealed
the complaining patty did have the burden at trial, the second her transfer to district court,but COA held her claim was barred
prong applies. However, in Goodman, 66111283 (CCA 2001), by Young,8111656 (CCA 2000), which had modified the Helms
this standard was modified. Now, when the defendant chal- rule.
lenges thesufficiencyof theelementsof the offense, even though
the State had the burdell of proof, the reviewing court must
HELD: BecauseAppellant raised a complaint of aiurisdicuse both prongs, and ask whether a neutral review of all evi- tional defect in the proceedings, CDA erred when it dismissed
dence demonstratesthat the proof of guilt is so obviouslyweak based on the Helmsrule,asmodii?ed hv lb11np.In Bung, CCA
as to undermine confidence in the jury's determination, or the held that an open plea of guiltySforfeitsthe right to appeal a
proof of guilt, although adequate if taken alone, is greatly out- claim of error only when the judgment of guilt was rendered
weighed hy contrary proof, In context of a rejectedaffirmative independent of,and isnot supported by, the error." Appellant's
defense, only the second prong is used. However, self-defense is complaint - that the juvenile transfer proceeding required
a defense, not an affirmative defense. Therefore, thedefendant reversal of her criminal conviction - is a claim that the disbears the burden of production,while the State hears the bur- trict court lacked jurisdiction to proceed. Neither Helms nor
den of peisuasion, which requires the State to prove its case Bringbarred jurisdictional complaints."WhileYoung did not
beyond a reasonable doubt. CCA reviews lower appellate courts' specifically use the word 'nonjurisdictio~d'in its articulation
opinions dealing with this issue and decides that when the de- oftherule,snch referencewas unnecessary because a claim that
fendant challenges the factual sufficiency of the rejection of a the trial court lacked jurisdiction is necessarily a claim that is
defense, the reviewing court reviews all evidence in a neutral 'not independent of the trialcourt's'judgmentand oneinwvhich
light and asks whether the State's evidence taken alone is too 'the judgmentwould not besupported'absent the error."Iudgweak to support the finding and whether the proof of guilt, ment is therefore reversed, and case is remanded to COA for
although adequate if taken alone, is against the great weight further proceedings.
and preponderance of the evidence - both prongs of Jokrtson
must he used. COA here used only the second prong, thus its OBJECTIONS DID NOT PRESERVE ERROR FOR APPELanalysis was incomplete. Case is therefore remanded to apply LATE REVIEW CHRISTINA MARTINEZ v. State, No. 185the full factual sufficiency standard, as instructed above.
02, State's PDR from Tyler Connty, Reversed, 2/12/03; Offense:
HELD: Trial court didnot abuseits discretmnin ~dmitting Capital Murder; Sentence; Life; COA: Reversed (No. 12-00the sister's statements. which were admissible as excitedutter- 00246-CR-'Qler 2001); Opinion: Keller (unanimous)
For a statement to be an excited utterance under TRE
809(2), it must have been made whfle the declarant was under
Appellant was prosecuted as a party under TGCP 7.02(b)
thestressof excitementcaused by the event or condition. Court after the groupshe was withkilled tbevictimand stole his drug
may consider the time elapsed and whether thestatement was money. During guilt/innomce, the State was allowed to in(as here) in response to a question. However, time is not dis- troduce evidence (photos andother testimony) thatAppellant
positive, but critical determination is whether declarant was hung out with gang members, in an effort to show her violent
still dominated by the emotions excitement, fear, or pain ofthe tendencies, which in turn would prow she knew that such tenevent. McFarlnnrl, 845Jl824 (CCA 1992). Here>Patti was de- dencies would result in a death. Counsel had filed a motionin
scribed as'Yike a two-year-old"%cared to death"or"rea1scared" limine raising objections to the gang evidence, which was deand tired. She cried when asked about what happened, and nied. During ti ial, counsel made some unspecified objections
when she finally answered, it was clear that a startling event to two photos showing Appellant with alleged gang members,
had occurred. Thus, even though at least 20 hours had elapsed as well as objections h s e d on relevance and prejudice. On apfrom the time ofthe altercation to Patti'sstatement, that alone pea1,Appellant argued, and COA agreed, that the gang-related
is not dispositive. Also, the fact that some of the statements evidence was erroneowsly admitted. State's PDR was granted
were made in response to questions doesnot make them inad- to determine whether COA erred in addressing the merits of
missible. The key is whether the declarant was still dominated Appellant's complaint because her objections were not adequate
by violent emotions, excitement, fear, or pain of the event. to preserve error.
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HELD: COA erredbecauseAn~ellant'stobiectionsto the two
photos did not nreserve error as to the other eangevidence.
Counselmadespecificobjections to only two photos. COAheld
that under TRE 103(a)(l), which excuses the requirement of
repeated objections in front of the jury if a proper objection
was made outside its hearing, excused counsel's failure to repeatedly object to gang evidence. However, as counsel made
objections only to the two photos, reliance on Rule 103(a)(l)
was erroneous. There were no other objections to the evidence
made outside the jury's presence except the motion in limine,
which did not preserve the error. Judgment is therefore reversed, and case is remanded so that COA may consider
Appellant's remaining points of error.

encouraging kidnappers to release thei~victim. COA erred in
applying such a broad definition. Thus, judgment is reversed
and case is remanded for further proceedings.
STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR DENIAL OF CHARGE ON
SUDDEN PASSION: TOMMY TREVINO v. State, No. 236001, State's PDR from Tarrant County, Affirmed, 2/26/03; Offense: Murder; Sentence: 60 yrs; COA: Reversed (60///188 Ft.Worth 2001); Opinion: Per Curiam; ConcurringlDissenting
Opinion: Keasler

Appellant was convicted of killing his wife,andasserted selfdefense, claiming he shot his wife only after she shot at him
first. The State alleged that be was a jealous and controlling
CCA ADOPTS NARROW DEFINITION OF "VOLUNTAR- husband, and that he had staged the crime scene to look like
ILY" IN KIDNAPPING STATUTE: HENRYBROWN v. State, self-defense. After the july rejected his self-defense theory, he
No. 2471-01, Appellant's PDR from Smith County, Reversed, requested an instruction on sudden passion at the punishment
2/12/03; Offense: Aggravated Kidnapping; Sentence: 30 yrs; phase. The trial court denied the request, hut COA reversed,
COA: Affirmed (Tyler - 2001); Opinion: Hervey, joined by holding that it vras error for the trial court to deny the charge,
Keller, Meyers, Price, Womack, Johnson, Keasler & Holcomb; and remanded the case for a new punishment hearing. State's
PDR was granted todetermine whether COAerredinits analysis
Concurring Opinion: Meyers, joined by Cochran.
on error and harm.
HELD: COA did not err because a charge on sudden uasAppellant abducted thevictim and stabbed her in the neck,
but released her at a hospital after she persuaded him that she sion should be eiven if there is some evidence to support it,
would "tell them [that she] did it." During punishment, Ap- even if that evidence is weak, impeached. contradicted or nnpellant asked the jury to find that Appellant had voluntarily believable. Prior to 1994, sudden passion wasa guilt/innocence
released the victim in a safe place, and sentence him as a sec- question. The defendant in a murder prosecution was permitond degree felon. TPC §20.04(d). The State responded that ted a charge on the lesser-induded offense of voluntary manher release was not "voluntary" because the victim had tricked slaughter if there was any evidence to raise sudden passionand
Appellant into releasing her, and asked forlife. On appeal,COA the State was required to disprove sudden passion. NOW,the
construed "voluntary" to mean "the spontaneous product of issue is decided at punishment. If the defendant proves sudthe actor's free will, uninfluenced by another's persuasion, co- den passion by a preponderance of evidence, the punishment
ercion, or solicitation." In so doing, COA adopted a definition range is reduced to that of a second degree felony. When sudadvocated by former PJMcCormickin Teer,923//11 (CCA1995) den passion was a guilt/i~ocenceissue, the standard for re(McCormick dissenting to refusal of State's PDR). Applying view on appeal was whether there was any evidence, fiom any
this definition, COA rejected Appellant's factual insufficiency source, which raised the issue, whether it was strong, weak, conclaim. Statutory construction of the word "voluntarily" is at tradicted,unimpeached,orunbelievable (theAgirilar/Raussea~~
test). Question is whether this standard should still be applied
issue in this PDR.
HELD. COA erred to applv a broad intervretation of "vol- now that sudden passion is a punishment issue. After a brief
untarilvuin QZ0.04(dL The statute requires that in order to be analysis, CCA decides that itwill adhere to the*someevidence"
sentenced to a second-degree punishment, the defendant must standard. Thus, the previous standard concerning whether a
have released thevictim alive andin a safe place. The term'bol- sudden passion charge should be given a t guiltlinnocence
untarily" is not defined in the statute or elsewhere in the code. equally applies now that it is a punishment issue. CCA also
CCA thus determines the term is ambiguous, because it is ca- notes that no lequlrement exists requiring evidence admitted
pable of many different interpretations. According to its plain at guiItIinnocence to be re-offered at punishment, even ifitwas
meaning, CCAnotes it is obviously intended as an incentive to the State's evidence. Having made this determination, CCA
kidnappers to release their victims. CCA examines and traces analyzes the evidence and agrees with the COA that Appellant
the legislative history of the statute, and found it also silent on was entitled to therequested charge. CCAalsoagreeswith COA
the definition. However, a broad interpretation, such as PI that the error was harmful to Appellant, and rejects the State's
McCormickS in his Teer dissent, is not consistent with the arguments. Because the jury's rejection of self-defense does
'plain" language of §20.04(d), which provides an incentive to not necessarily mean that it would have rejected sudden paskidnappers to release their victims. CCA thus rejects a broad sion if given the instruction, CCA cannot say with "fair assurdefinition in favor of a narrow interpretation of %oIuntarily" ance" that the error did not have an "injurious effect or influm
' the statute, such as the absence "of rescue hy the police [or ence in determining the ju~y'sverdict." CCA cannot conclude
others] or escape by the [kidnap] victim." (from comments in that, had it received theappropriate instruction, the jurywould
Model Penal Code.) A narrow, rather than broad interpreta- not have made an affirmative finding of sudden passion. Judgtion of the termis likely to effectuatethe legislative purpose of ment of COA is therefore, affirmed.
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NO INCOMPETENCY INQUIRY UNLESS "BONA FIDE
DOUBT" IS RAISED: BILLY WAYNE MCDANlEL v. State, No.
744-02, State's PDR from Navarro County, Reversed, 2/26/03;
Offense: Bail Jumping (probation revocation); Sentence: 3 yrs;
COA: Reversed (72111756 - Waco 2002); Opinion: Cochran,
joined by everyone but Keasler &Johnson, who concurred.
Appellant was serving his probation when the State filed a
motion to revoke basedon his failure to pay probation fees and
costs, and making a terroristic threat. Counsel filed a motion
for a competency examination pursuant to TCCP art. 46.02,
51A, requested appointment of anexpert, and moved for a jury
determination of competency under art. 46.02 54. The trial
court appointed a psychologist, but held the revocation hearing before he had examined Appellant. During the hearing.
Appellant (who by now had decided to represent himself, and
had cross-examined the State's witnesses) asserted he was incompetent because he was a manic-depressive, and complained
that he couldn't communicate with counsel, who did nothing
for him. The trial court granted the motion to revoke, then I-emarked on the record that he thought Appellant was competent, but deferred sentencing until the expert could exanline
him. Aftel-the expert concluded Appellant was competent, the
trial court assessed sentence. Appellant protested that he had
been revoked before he had been examined. On appeal he argued that he should have had a competency hearing because
his motion requesting an examination togetherwith the events
occnrring at the revocation hearing, were adequate to meet the
"some evidence"threshold. COAreversed on an issue not raised
byAppellant: thatAppellant'swritten motion,which raised the
competencyissue, required the trial court to conduct a competency inquiry under Art. 46.02 52(a). Because the trial court
made no inquiry, COA reversed the revocation order and remanded the case to the trial court so that it could conduct the
requisite inquiry. The dissent (and evidently the State) argue
that because no "bona fide doubt"was raised about Appellant's
competency, no competency inquiry was required.
HELD: The trial court did not err in failine to hold a formal competency inquiry or a jury competency hearing. CCA
reaffirms its precedent regarding con~petencyissues raised during trial. Alott, 51111596 (CCA 2001); Collier, 95911621 (CCA
1997). Under Art. 46.02 52(a), the issue of incompetency is
raised prior to trial; under 52(b), the issue of incompetency is
raised at some point during trial. The trial court must conduct
a 52 inquiry on whether to hold a jury trial on the defendant's
competency if evidence is brought to the trial court's attention
from any source. Such an inquiry is required only if the judge
has ambonafide doubt2'in his niindabout the defendant's cornpetency (such as evidence showing defendant has recent severe
mentalillness, at least moderate retardation, or exhibits bizarre
acts).When aXbonafidedonbt"exists, the trial court must conduct a formal inquiry to determine whether he has to empanel
a jury for a 54 trial on the issue of competency. Each of these
steps lnust be met; it is insufficient that the defendant jnst says
"I'm incompetent."Aftersaying this, CCA analyzes the evidence
and decides there was no issue raised. Appellant's pretrialmotion simply asserted the issue and requested an expert. No eri-
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dencewas brought to the trial court's attention to raisea "bona
fide doubt" about his competency. The mere fact that Appellant filed the n~otion,and the trial court appointed the psychologist did not require the court to conduct a competency
inquiry. While the expert found that Appellant did suffer from
bipolar disorder, his behavior at the revocation hearing didnot
raise evidence of incompetency, but in fact showed just the
opposite. He artfully handled his own defense; his own testimonywas articulate,logical,andreflected his knowledge of the
charges against him; he appropriately cross-examinedtwo witnesses (putting the alleged victim"thoug11 the ringer"as characterized by CCA); and demonstrated his understanding of the
proceedings against him, including the standard for incompetence. He also undel-stood his right to appeal when he asked
whether he could file an appeal to the 10" Court of Appeals.
Record supports trial court's refusal to conduct a 52 inquiry.
Tudgment is therefore reversed, and trial court's judgment is
affirmed.
INDIGENT DEFENDANT MANIFESTED DESIRE TO APPEAL DESPITE FAILURE TO FILE WRITTEN NOTICE:
PATRlCKALLENJONES v. Statc,No. 1084-00,Appellant'sPDR
from Fort Bend County, Reversed, 2/26/02; Offense: Sexual
Assault (habeas corpus); Sentence: 2 yrs (probated); COA. Mfirmed trial court's denial of relief (NP No. 14-99-878-CR Houston [14"] 2000); Opinion: Womack (unanin~ous)
Within 30 days of being assessed a 2-yr probatedsentence,
Appellant's attorney filed a "Motion to Withdraw and
Defendant's Request for Court Appointed Counsel,"whicl~was
a request for appellate appointed counsel,and included an affidavit of indigency. Trial court granted the motion, but did not
appoint appellate counsel, a ~ l dno one filed a written notice of
appeal for Appellant. Almost a year later, Appellant prose filed
a pauper's oath, request for out-of-time appeal, and appointment of counsel, then filed a writ under TCCP Arts. 1 1.05,11.07
5 2, and 11.08. Trial court appointed counsel for the habeas
hearing, but denied relief. Because Appellant failed to file a
notice of appeal or nlotion for new trial, COA held he failed to
inform the trial court of his desire to appeal. Question is
whether Appellant sufficiently manifested his desil-eto appeal,
and whether, ifAppellant was indigent, trial court should have
appointed counsel.
HELD: Relief granted because trial court did not fullycomr
plywith
his duties, as required byE*-ParfeAsel.75711369 (CCA
Axel requires trial counsel to advise the defendant of his
appellate rights and assist him in making an informed decision
regarding whether to exercise those rights. He must not only
ascertain whether the defendant wants to appeal, he must ensure that written notice of appeal is filed, if that is defendant's
desi e. Trial counsel may sign the notice himself, or defendant
may sign it pro se (which indicates counsel does not wish to
represent the defendant on appeal). A"contemporaneous"presentation of the prose notice with a motion to withdraw serves
as actual notice to the trial court of the defendant's desire to
appeal. The trial court also had duties: if a prose notice is filed,
he must determine whether the defendant is indigent. If so,

m.

the court must appoint appellate counsel. Trial court can require trial counsel to serve through indigency proceedings, and
allow him to withdrawafterwards.Although these duties dearly
arise when notice of appeal is filed, CCA holds that, given the
facts in this ease, they also arose even though no notice was
filed because the trial court learned of Appellant's desire to appeal. The language of counsel's motion to withdraw and the
attached affidavit was a clear indication that Appellant wanted
to appeal. AppeUant should not be penalized because counsel
did not file the required notice. Also, trial court, in signing the
order permitting trial counsel to withdraw, deletedthelanguage
regarding appointment of counsel, dearly indicating he had
actualknowledgethatAppellantwantedto appeal. No evidence
exists to show the trial court looked beyond the motion and
affidavit to determine whether Appellant was in fact indigent.
Thus, CCA cannot say the trial court fully complied with its
&l duties. Judgmentis reversed,and caseis remanded to COA
with instructions to grant an out-of-time appeal, and also to
remand the cause to the trial court for a determination of
indigency.

namely that apurely ministerial act is at issue.
SIGNIFICANT UNPUBLISHED DISSENTSTO DENIAL
OF RELIEF IN DEATH WRIT:
DEATH PENALTY APPLICANT WAS DENIED COMPETENT COUNSEL: EX PARTE LEONARD URESTI ROJAS,
Applicant, N a 39062-01, from Johnson County.

Applicant, who hasnow been executed, had filed a "Motion
to Protect Applicant's Right to Federal Habeas Review," which
was deniedby CCA. Judge Price, joined by JudgesJohnson and
Holcomb, released this dissent to its denial. Counsel, who was
appointed by CCA before the legislature changed the law. has
given an affidavit admitting to the problems which caused his
incompetence. After the state writ was denied, counsel failed
to protect Applicant's right to a federal writ, which resulted in
the summary denial of his federal writ. After all federal courts
had denied relief, Applicant fded this motion seeking to stay
the execution and to reopenstate habeas proceedings withnew,
and competent, caunsel, which would allow the federal proMANDAMUS OPINION:
ceedings to begin anew. The dissent harshly criticizes the majority for refusing to grant this motion, as excerpted below:
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION - NO VIDEOTAPING OF
The facts of which the Court should have been aware when
JURY DELIBERATIONS PERMITTED: STATE EX REL. it appointedhabeascounsel show that counsel was not compeCYIARLESA. ROSENTHAL K HONORABLE TED POE, No. tent to represent the applicant in this case. The attorney who
74,515, from Harris County, Relief conditionally granted, 21 was appointed to represent theapplicanthad received two pro12/03. Opinion: Hervey, joined by Price, Womack, Holcomb & batedsuspensions from the Sfate Bar of Texas. Two weeks afler
Cochran; Concurring Opinions: Price, Johnson & Cochran; his appointment, he received another probated suspension. He
Keller & Keasler dissented.
was under treatment for bipolar disorder, which he admits affected his representation of the applicant and was the cause of
Relator is the DA of Harris County. Respondent, Judge of the omissions that gave rise to his suspensions.
the 22SmJudicial District Court, granted "Frontline" permisHabeas counsel has since explained that he hadnever represion to videotape the deliberations in a capital murder case. sented a capital defendant in habeas pmceedii. He did not
During voir dire, jurors were asked whether they would feel consultwith his client except for a short get-acquaintedsewion
uncomfortable having their deliberations taped, and all who when hewas first appointed. He failed toconduct an investigasaid they wouldwere excused. Nevertheless,relator asserts this tion and fded a habeas application alleging three claims with
action is against the Texaslaw, TCCP 36.22, which forbids any twelvesub-claimsthat could have been raised on directappeal,
person to be with a jury while it deliberates. Relator says that and thus were procedwally b a n d and not reviewable on the
Respondent's act has violated ministerial acts, and he has no merits.
* *
adequate remedy because he cannot appeal. Respondent disagrees, saying it was within his discretion to permitthe taping.
Habeas counsel claims not to have known that he was reHELD: ThefirstsentenceofArticle36.22 clearlyandindis- quired by law to file a motion to be appointed counsel or a
putably ~rohibitsthe videotaping of jury deliberations. In a motion for a substitution of counsel. Article 11.071, the article
broad ruling, CCAagreeswithrelator,and notes its interprets- under which habeas counsel was appointed, explains that aption of the statute is consistent with the "ancient and centu- pointed habeas counsel must file one of the avo motions. See
ries-oldrule thatjury deliberationsshould he private and con- Act ofJune 7,1995,74th Leg.,R.S, ch. 319.5s 1,1995 Ter Gen.
fidentialinordertopromote'freedomof debate:'independence
Laws 2764-65(current versian at Tex. Code Crim. Pmc, art.
oftho~tght'and'franknessand freedam of discussion and con- 11.071, $5 2(e)). To be considered competent, at a minimum,
ference.'"CCA doesn't care what other jurisdictions are doing, counsel should be required to be knowledgeableabout the calor that other states have found -that taping had no effect on tents of Article 11.071.
***
juries. Moreover, CCA finds that mandamus will lie here because relator has no right to appeal. (No matter that this is an
issue of first impression.) Mandamus is conditionally granted
The State also claims that habeas counsel's affidavitshows
t o give Respondent the opportunity to comply.
that he understood what to look for in habeas review. He spoke
Dissent: Kaer and Keasler don't think mandamus will lie with his client on one occasion. (3) He read the trial record.He
becausethey don't thinkRelator meetsthesecondrequirement: talked to one of the applicant's trial attorneys. That is all. As
)i

Aslut
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counsel explains in his affidavit, the list of things he did nor do
is much longer.

***

The Court is in an awkward position, to be sure. We maintain the list of qualified attorneys for Article 11.071 proceedings. It is difticult to admit that mistakes have been made. Indeed, it is rare for a trial attorney to file a motion for new trial
alleging that he was ineffective at trial. This potential conflict
begs the question, should we really be maintaining this list?
Perhaps the better course would be to have appointments for
Artide 11.071 proceedings made in the same way as for other
death penalty proceedings.
Under the current system in Teas, a capital murder defendant is entitled to an attorney of a certain level of competence
at trial and on direct appeal, but he is not so entitled in his
habeas proceedings There is a certain disturbing irony in the
fact that habeas proceedings arewhere he may enforce his right
to competent and effective counsel in the p ~ i o proceedings.
r
Because theadministrative districts already deal with appointments in death penaltycasesfor trial anddirect appea1,it makes
sense for the legislature to relieve this Court of the burden.
These arguments were presented to the Court by the applicant in pleadings filed only nine days afrer the United States
Supreme Court denied certiorari in his federal case.Amajority
of the Court chose to deny the applicant's motion without,at
the time, explaining why in a written opinion. No arguments
themajority haspresented convince me that themotionshould
have been denied. Judgeson this Court havea right to disagree
with the majority and to explain their reasonsfor doing so.
This Court approved habeas cou~~sel's
application to he on
the list of capital habeas counsel. The Court appointed habeas
counsel in the applicant's case. In this case, we had no way to be
certain that there were no cognizable and meritorious claims.
The Court denied relief without Hing and setting this case
for review and without issuing a published opinion explaining
the decision.The boundaries ofArticle 11.071,section 2(e) have
never been discussed by this Court. It is an issue of first impression, and the criminal jurisprudence of Texas could benefit from an explanation beyond "motion denied."
The Court incorrectlydeniedrelief in Graves. It did so again
in this case. I dissent.
The concurring opinion, authored byJudge KeUer and joined
by Judge Keasler, disagrees, and simply repeats the state's position that counsel was competent. Their attitude seems to be
this: well, he's already been executed, so why should anyone
care about this anymore? They also fault Judge Price for not
being present in conference when Applicant'smotionwas called
up. [**"Note: Judge Cochrau was originally (and erroneously)
shown as joiuing KeUeMeasler's opinion. However, the opinion has been corrected to remove her name.]
DEFENDANT WITH 72 IQ DID NOT PRESENT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCETO SUPPORT MENTAL RETARDATION
CLALM: EXPARTERICHARDHEAD WILLIAMS,No. 43,90702 (executed on 2/25/03); Opinion: Per Curiam; Concurring
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Statement: Cochran, joined by Meyers; Dissent: Price, joined
by Johnson and Holcomb
CCA denies the Applicant's subsequent writ application as
an abuse of the writ. From the concurring statement, welearn
that Applicant was determined to have an IQ of 72 before the
age of 18. However, the author of this opinion does not think
that Applicant has raised a prima facie case of mental retardation. However, she decides this evidence, coupled with school
records, onlysupports a conclusion that Applicant has dyslexia,
a learning ability which is not mental retardation. He also may
have brain dyshnction, but nothing he has producedsupports
his claim of mental retadation under Atkitas v. Virgirsilr, 536
U.S. 304 (2002).
Dissent: The legal hasis for this claim, namely Atkins, was
not available when the initial application was fded. Acwrding
to the plain meaning of Art. 11.071,Applicant's case should be
remanded for the convicting court to determine the merits of
his claim, as CCA has done in other cases.
DEATH PENALTY OPINION
REHEARING DISMISSED AS IMPROVIDENT GRANT:
CHARLES W T O R THOMPSON, No. 73431, from Harris
County, Remanded, 1/29/03; Opinion: Per Curiam; Keasler &
Hefvey concurring.
On October 24,2001, CCA remanded this case for a new
punishmenthearing in apublished opinion. CCA then granted
rehearing on whekhcr it had failed to fully consider his fourth
point of error. However, on further consideration,CCA decides
its decision to grant rehearing was improvident and withdraws
that order. (Case is stiU remanded on punishment.)

PUBLISHED ABUSE OFTHE WRIT ORDER
APPLICANTABUSED ON FIRSTWRIT APPLICATIONBECAUSE OF PERJURIOUS ALLEGATIONS: EX PARTE
CHARLES RAY JONES,No. 54,588-01, fmm Dallas County;
Dismissed, 2/5/03; Opinion: Per Curiam (unanimous)
Applicant is serving a 25-yr sentence (habitual) for burglary
of a building assessed in 1994, In April 2002, he f k d an 11.07
writ allegingineffectiveassistance of counsel for failing to pursue an insanity defense. Thisallegation supposedlystems from
a pretrialpsychiatricexamandreport indicatingthatApplicant3s
IQ was 26, he suffered from retardation and autism, and other
disorders since theage of hvo, and was mentally ill at the time
of trial. Applicant signed a written declaration under penalty
of perjury that all allegations in his writ, which was signed by
an attorney with State Counsel for Offenders, were true and
correct. The State responded that the attorney's signature was
a forgery, and the medical recordsApplicant submitted (whicb
included the psych report) were also forgeries. The State's assertions weresupported byApplicant'strial counsel, who stated
in an affidavit that Applicant's guilty plea was voluntary and

knowing, and counsel questioned the authenticity of themediLa1 dwuments. The trial court entered findings and conclusions based on trial counsel's afidavit, and recommended that
relief be denied.
III!1.1>: 'C~cati~niswi?h&nlerit,d
h e c u e Ap,
plicnnt h ; ~nhuscdl'he~;re&~t.(:C:l\itcs.~nrab~of
s
the writ, and it is therefore dismissed under TCCP Art. 11.07,
$4. Pursuant to its inherent authority and prior precedent,
Middartglt, 68311713(CCA 1985);ExParteDora,548/1392(CCA
1977); ExParteEn~nronq660//106 (CCA 1983), CCAholds that
Applicant, by making perjured claims, has waived and abandoned any contention he might have in regard to the instant
conviction, atleast insofar as existingclaimshe couldor should
have brought in his application. As stated in Middatigh, which
also involved the submission of obvious forged documents in
a habeas application,CCA will not tolerate fling of perjurious
or forged material in writs. CCA notes that Applicant can he
prosecuted for perjury in not only Dallas Counv, but in Travis
County (TCCP arts. 13.02 8: 13.03) and in the prison system
(Special Prosecution Unit of TDCJ may prosecute inmates in
an appropriate venue). CCA also notes that if convictedin the
joint, the new conviction will be stacked on any sentences the
inmateis currently serving. TCCP. Art. 42.08(h). Finally, denial
of a frivolousinitial writ acts as a bar to any further writ applications, except in those few extraordinary situations set out in
11.07,5 4. Relief is therefore denied, and the application is dismissed as a n abuse of the writ.

PDRS GRANTED IN FEBRUARY 2003
1704-01 WILLIS, DAMIAN DEMARCUS 02/12/03 A Harris
POCS
1. Did the Court ofAppealserr to f nd thatAppellant'swaiver
of appeal precluded appeal to the Coort of Appeals?

1539-02 SHAW, TAMES WILLIAM 02/12/03 S Waller Aggravated Sexual Assault
1. Does the trial court err in denvine a defendant's soeedv
trial motion to dismisswhere the rec&l%rongly indicates that
the defendant did not want a speedy
trial, and in fact benefitted from the delay?
2. Did the Court of Appeals afford ploper deference to the
trial court's implied factual finding that Appellant requested,
or agreed to, the delay between his first and second triald
1647-02 COLLIER,BILLY EUGENE 02/12/03 A Harris Aggravated Assault
1.The Court ofAppealsutilized the wrongstandard ofharmless error analysis in assessing the harm resulting from the erroneous exclusion of Appellant's defensive evidence.
2. The Court of Appeals erred, under any standard, when it
held that the exclusion of Appellant's defensive evidence was
harmlesserror.

1742-02 SANDERS, MICHAEL 02/12/03 S Smith Burglary of
a Habitation
I. l'llc (:our[ of ,\pl~ealselred by applying n factual sufficiency review to a review o i the lcgal sufficiency uf the cvidence, despiteclaiming to apply the correct standard of review.

1991-02 HAMILTON, CINDY L. 02/12/03 S Collin Prescrip.
tion Fraud
1. Did the lower court appropriately disregard Johnson v.
State, 72 S.W.3d 346 (Tex.Crim.App. 2002), when it allowed
the absence of evidence to substitute for direct proof controverting a presumptively valid judgment and presumed harm
solely from the existence of error?

COURT OF APPEALS
SEXUAL ASSAULT- OUTCRY - MANDATORY HEARING:
DUNCAN K STATE, -S.W.3d
(Tex.App.No. 01-0101001-CR-Houston [I"] 12127102).
TCCPArt.38.072mandates a hearing outside thejury'spresence to determine the admissibility of an outcry statement before that statement can be admitted. Error, here, however, was
harmless.

-

RULE 702 RELJABILITY OF RADAR GUNS - RELIABLE
AS A MATTER OF LAW MILLS K STATE, -S.W.3d (Tex.App. No. 2-01-190-CR-Fort Worth12/26/02).
COA disagrees with Oclm v. State, 994 S.W.2d 283 (El Paso
1999), and agrees with COA in Maysonet v. State, 91///365
(Texarkana 2002), holding the radar gun is reliable as a matter
of law under Rule 702. No expert testimony need he adduced
to allow its admission, relyingon a pre-702 case, Maspelaffev.
State, 579 S.W.2d 478 (Tex.Crim.App.1979).
SEARCH AND SEIZURE- TRAFFICSTOP - REASONABLE
SUSPICION OF DWI; CONFESSIONS-ORALSTATEMENT;
SCOPE OF PERMITTED POLICE ACTMTY - SEEKING
CONSENT; STATEMENT OF CODEFENDANT-EXCULPATORY - DECLARATION AGAINST PENAL INTEREST CORR0BORATION;WITNESSES- IMPEACHMENT WITH
COMPLETED PROBATION: JAMES K STATE, -S.W.3d
-(Tex.App. No. 2-00-392-CR - Fort Worth 1129103)
In a complicated opinion, the COA addresses several important issues. First, the defendant was pulled over after entering a freeway without a signal and making a lane change without a signal. COA rules that Pahan v. a t e , 16 S.W.3d 146
(Tex.App.- Beaumont, 2000) (no signal required when exiting
a freeway) and State v. Cernay, 26 S.W.3d 796 (Tex..App.- Corpus Christi 2000) (lane change without a signal does not violate traffic code absent evidence that traffk safety was imperA w r 2003 VOICE FORTHE DEFENSE 43

.

Xed) do not apply here. Officer did not stop defendant based
on traffic offenses but on a reasonable belief that she was illtoxicated.
Second, trial court admits the defendant's oral statement
made while under interrogation and while in custody. All parties agree that admission was error, but COA holds the error
harmless because the defendant took the stand and denied
knowing that cocaine was harmful, thus opening the door to
allowing the state to impeach her with the statement, even
though statement had aheady been admitted. [Editor's note
- COA makes no mention that a defendant does not either
waive error or render it harmless by taking the stand or offering evidence to rebut the effect of the admission of illegally
obtained evidence. See Nehnznn v. Smte, 742 S.W.2d 102
(TexApp. -Fort Worth, 1987) (doctrine of curative admissibility)].
Third, defendant argues that even if stop werelega1,officer's
efforts to obtain consent do not exceed proper scope of a traffic stop, so long as, once the traffic stop is concluded, ofher
merely asks for permission to search car.
Fourth, COA rules that trial court erred by excluding the
statement of the codefendant that exculpated the defendant.
Statement was a declaration against penal interest and was adequately corroborated. Error harmful because statement corloborated to some degree the defendant's story.
Finally, the COAagreeswith the defendant who argued that
thestateshouldnot have been permitted to impeach her testimony with a successfully completed probation. Further, the
defendant did not create a false impression about her prior
criminal history. Error harmful.

-

SELF-DEFENSE PROVOKING THE DIFFICULT- SEEKING AN EXPLANATION WHILE UNLAWFULLY CARRYINGA WEAPON: FlNKV; STATE, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App.
No. 03-01-00567-CR- Austin 1/16/03).
While it is well established that the right of self defense can
belimited with a jury instruction if there is some evidence that
the defendant provoked the difficulty with the complainantwith
the intent to then take advantage of the difficulty to ki the
complaklant, there may be no justification for allowing that
limitation where the complainant initiated the conflict. COA
does not decide that issue because, even if the complainant
started the fracas, it ended. Defendant then went home, got a
gun and returned to the scene to settle his score with the mmplainant. COA further holds that evidence was sufficient to
sustain the limitation that the defendant may not seek an explanation with the complainant if he is unlawfully carrying a
firearm. The defendant was not within his home when the final altercation occurred.

assault of a child and indecency with achild.
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSE - ISSUE OF IDENTITY - RELEVANCE-PREJUDICEV PROBATIVEVALUE: BOOKER K
STATE, - S.W.3d - (Teu.App. No. 2-00-408-CR - Fort
Worth 1/28/03).
The defendant challenged the use of two extraneous offenses
under both TRE 404 and403. As to theRule 404 issue,the COA
finds the evidence relevant. The defendant raised the issue of
identity both on ctoss examination of the complainant and by
presenting an alibi defense. Extraneous offense thus relevant
on the issue of identity if the offensesaresufficientlysimilar to
warrant a conclusion that the crimes constitute a signature
crime. After exhaustively reviewing the cases that were both
for and against the admission of such evidence, the COA a n cludes the offenses were sufficiently similar to be admissible.
On the Rule 403 issue, becaurie evidence of the charged offense
was especiallystrong, includiig DNA, and because most of the
trial was consumedwith proving up the extraneous offenses,
such that the jury was likely to be prejudiced by the
extraneouses, the COA concludes that Rule 403 was violated
and reversed the conviction.
INVOLUNTARY PLEA - NO REQUIRWNT OFMOTION
FOR NEW TRIAL: MONTGOMERY K STATE,
S-W.3d
-(TexApp. No. 2-01-346-CR-FortM'orth 1/23/03).
Contrary to both the Easdand Court in Mendez v. S t a h 42
S.W.3d 347 andthe Waco Court in Willinms v. State, 10 S.W.3d
788, this COA does not require the defendant to file a motion
for new trial before he can challenge the voluntariness of his
plea on appeal. [Editor's note: As the COA notes in its opinion,
the CCA has granted a PDR in the Merzdez case on this issue.]
PARTIES CULPABILITY - EVIDENCE MUST ESTABLISH
DEFENDANTASA PARTY TO OFFENSE'S AGGRAVATING
ELEMENE WOODEN V; STATE, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App.
No. 2-01-395CR- Fort Worth 1/16/03)

I
The defendant was convicted of aggravated robbery on a
theory of parties. He argued on appeal that the evidence was
insufficient because it established that he was guilty as a party
only to the underlying theft. COA agrees and holds that the
evidence must establish, in an aggravated offense, that the defendant was guilty as a party to the aggravating element Even
though the defendant knew that his co-actors were stealing,
there was no evidence to establish that he knew that the codefendants had a gun. See Stephens v. Stnte, 717 S.W.M 338
(TexCrim.App.1982).

JOINDER OF OFFENSES- CUMULATIVE SENTENCING- RIGHT TO COUNSEL - MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL SEXUAL OFFENSES: OWENS K STATE, - S.W.3d
ABATEMENT: GARCIA KSTATE, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App.
(Teu.App. No. 03-01-00576-CR-Austin, 1/16/03).
No. 03-02-00416-CR-Austin 1/22/03).
Even though ordinarily offensesthat are joined together for
The defendant asked his trial lawyer to withdraw from his
a common trial mandate concurrent sentences, that rule does case because of a difference about how his trial was handled.
not apply to certain named offenses includingaggraMtedsexual Attorney agrees as does trial court. Appellate counsel was not

-
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appointed until the time for filing themotion for new trial (30
days) hadelapsed. COAagreesthatthistimeperiodisa critical
stage requiring the assistance of counsel; appeal abated to allow an out of time Motion for New Trial.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY - ALLOWABLE UNIT OF PROSECUTION: HAIGHT V;STATE, -S.W.3d(k.App. No. 0401-00781-CR-San Antonio 1/22/03).
Thedefendant,apolice officer,waschargedwith threecounts
of Official Oppression,where he puUs the complainant out of
his car, arrests him and slams his head into the car. All events
arose at the same time, Whether multiple punishments can be
dlowed for the same offense depends on a determination of
the allowable unit of prosecution, a matter of statutory construction. Inacase of official oppression, theallowable unit i s
commission of the underlying act. Because these alleged acts
are all assaultive in nature, the allowable unit is the victim.
Becauseeachindictmentalleged themevictim,therecanonly
be one aUowable unit of prosecution and the defendant could
only be convicted of one offense. Last hvo cases reversed and
judgment of acquittal ordered entered as to those cases. Because thetwo cases didnot contribute to wmictior~or punishment, remaining case is affirmed.
CONFESSION- MIRANDA - INVOCATION OFRIGHTTO
REMAIN SILENT: URIAS V. STATE, _--S.W.3d -_
(TexApp- El Paso, 08-01-00355-CR,1/16/03).

motion was overruled. SeealsoHargrove v. State,40 S.W3d556
(Tex.App.- Hm~ston114&]2001) where COA found a SUEcient nexus between plea and pretrial motion when plea occurred immediately after motion was overruled. Though the
COA would have preferred some statement in the record that
the plea was'nlced tomotion's overruling,itwasnotabsolutely
necessary. Further, the only defense was entrapment and the
illformant was the only witness who could have corroborated
the defendant's testimony. The r&1g on the motion d i d y
affected the defendant's defense. Young is not limited to those
cases where theevidencesought to besuppressed directly supports the conviction,see Young or Gtrerrero v. State, 645 S.W.3d
446 (Tex.App.- Waco, 2000), where defendant sought to suppress a confession. The ruling on the motin11need only be relevant to a defense to satisfy Yazrng.
Further, COA goes to the merits of Appellant's argument
even though said argument does not conform to the issue actually argued. Appellate courts must look to the argument itself to determine the nature of the complaint, includit~gmy
subsidiaryissues. Ifthe nature oftheissuecanbegleantdfrom
that argument, issue is preserved for review.
Finally, to compel disclosure of informant's identitpunder
Rule 508, defendant need only make a plausible showing that
the informant's testimonymay be important, i.e., necessary to
afair determinationof guilt or innocence. Here,the informant
was a witness to the drug transactionand was the only possible
corroboration of the defendant's testimony.
IMPORTANT CASE:

The defendant tells the police on tape inno uncertain terms
that he want8 to stop the interrogation. Tape is stopped and
resumed 8 minutes later and the defendant then confesses. Police admit that they continued to talk to the dekndant but denied they interrogated him untilthesaping resumed. COArefuses to accordingany signiticance to that distinction and holds
that once the defendanttoldthe police he wanted to stop,they
had no choice but to stop talking to him.
IMPORTANT CASE:

-

OPEN PLEA OF GUILTY SUFFICIENT SHOWING OF
NEXUS TO PLEA- COAMAY ADDRESS MERITS OF CASE;
APPEALS - BRlEPING - RULING ON THE MERITS; EVIDENCE-DISCLOSUREOPCONFIDENTIAtINFORIMANT:
SANCHEZ K STATE, -S.W.3d - (Tex.App. No. 01-0100998-CR - Houston [l'] 1/23/03).
COA first addresses the issue of waiver and, pursuant to
Yosrng v. Stare, 8 S.W.3d 656 (CCA 2000), concludes that the
open plea waives any error only if the judgment of guilt is indepeudent of and not supported by the error. COA finds that
the judgment is supported by the error for a number of reasons. First, there was a temporal connection between the mation and the plea. After trial courtprovidedfinalruling,defendant immediately entered his plea. Compare withBrink v. Sfare,
78 S.W.3d 478 (Tex.App.- Houston [14"], 2001). where no
link was found because plea was entered two months after

SEARCH AND SEIZURE- EXPECTATION OFPRIVACYPENREGISTERS-TRACEDEVICES-PROBATION-RESTITUTION- HOUSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT: URESTl
(Tex-App. No, 01-00-01028-CR K STATE, -S.W,3d
Houston [I"] I /21/03).
The defense mounted a comprehensive challenge to the
police's use of pen registers aud trace devices. COA first holds
that the question of what is a searchis merged with the promdural issue of standing; both revolve around whether the defendant has an expectation of privacy in what was searched.
Relyng on Richardson v. Sfafe,865 S.W.2d 944 (CCA 19931,
COArules that use of a pen register may be a search. Even with
the concession, COA holds the defendant must nevertheless
establish an expectation of privacy. Here, defendant testified
that thenumbersin question werehispersonal telephonenumbets and that he had a privacy interest. COA faults him for
failing to testify why he felt that way. Further he failed to demonstrate anactualexpectationofprivacyin numbers hecalled.
He argued that devices such as anonymous calling,anonymaus
caU rejection and call blo&ng were evidence that users want
their identity to remain secret. COA condudes to the reverse;
the existence of such devices is relevant only if the owner actually utilizesoraddssuchservices."Giv&the prevalence of such
services, an iudividual's expectation that the telephone numbers he dials on his telephone will not be published to the rest
of the world is n o longer objectively reasonable."
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As to the trace device, the COA recognizes that other courts
have held the device may also constitutea search. Such a device
identifies the incoming electronic impulse that identifies the
originatingnumber of an instrument. COA holdsthat it "does
not logically follow that because one may have a legitimate expectation of privacy in the numbers one dials on one's telephone, that one would have an expectation of privacy in the
telephone numbers belonging to other individual's placing calls
to one's telephone. COA here concludes that use of such a device does not constitute a search.
Finally, trial court had ordered restitution in the amount of
$4,000 to HPD for the cost of its investigation. Court rules
that because HPD was not a direction recipient of an injury
caused by the offense, it is not a victim and thus restitution
order was void.
PARTIES CHARGE - NOT APPLICABLE - HARM ESTABLISHED BECAUSE APPELLATE COURT COULD NOT D E
TERMINE WHICH THEORY THE JURY RELIED UPON APPEALS -ALTERNATETHEORYIN JURYCHARGE - MISSTATEMENT OF LAW - HARM: GUEVARA K STATE,S.W.3d -(Tex.App. No. 04-00-00340-CR - San Antonio 11
31103).

SEARCH AND SEIZURE - SCOPE OF TRAFFIC STOP:
STATE K KOTHE, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App.No. 04-02-0199CR - San Antonio 1/29/03).
COA concludes that running a warrant check after a t r a f k
stop citation is issued does not exceed the permissiblescope of
that stop.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE - TERRY STOP - OBSERVING
BULGE IN THE PANTS: GAINES K STATE, -S.W.3d
(TexApp. No. 14-01-01254-CR-El Paso 1130103).

_

Redolent of the old Mae West saying to Gary Cooper, COA
concludes from a bulge in his pants that Appellant was not
happy to see police officerbut instead that factor gave rise to a
valid heliefthstAppellantpossesseda weapon,justifyinga Terry
stop and frisk. No weapon, but some drugs were found &

Charge permitted jurors to find defendant guilty of murder
by actingas a party, both because he had aided and abetted the
offense's commission and because the defendant had a legal
duty to prevent commission of the offeuse.Mlagree that latter
theory was a misstatement of the law. What is important about
thiscaseis that COAfoundegregionserror, i.e. defendant'ssubstantialrights were violated, under TRAP 44 because COA could
not conclude with any satisfaction that the jury did not rely on
that alternative theory.
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